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1 The postoperative planning begins with the preoperative
evaluation and formation of an intraoperative anesthetic
plan. The type of anesthetic (i.e., inhalation technique, total
intravenous anesthetic, sedation, local, regional) inluences
the type and length of postanesthesia care unit (PACU)
recovery.
2 The level of PACU care depends on the type/approach of
surgery, type of anesthetic, intraoperative course of events, as
well as patient pre-existing and evolving comorbidities. Typical
recovery settings include inpatient recovery, ambulatory
recovery (phase 1 for more intensive needs and phase 2 for
less intensive needs), short stay (23-hour admit), and recovery
from speciic procedures (i.e., computed tomography, magnetic
resonance imaging, invasive radiology, cardiac, pediatric, and
radiation procedures).
3 The transfer of care to a PACU nurse includes assuring that
the patient has had appropriate monitoring applied, admission
vital signs were taken, a direct and thorough report received
that allows for rapid evaluation should complications arise, as
well as a nurse capable of handling the acuity of the patient’s
medical/surgical problems.

4 Relative hypovolemia should be evaluated and managed in
PACU based on the patient’s comorbidities, preoperative status
(i.e., bowel preparation, postdialysis), type and duration of
surgery, blood loss, and urine output.
5 Postoperative analgesia should be individualized to requirements and expectations. A multimodal approach includes the
appropriate use of nonsteroidal anti-inlammatory drugs,
narcotics, adjuncts, regional and local anesthetics, as well as
anxiety relief and appropriate emotional support.
6 Discharge criteria should be tailored to the individual patient’s
underlying disease, recovery course, and postdischarge level of
care.
7 The cardiac risks during the postoperative stay include myocardial
ischemia, which may be minimized with continued use of βblockers, analgesia, nitrates, supplemental oxygen, adequate
circulating volume, oxygen-carrying capacity, heart rate control,
and an understanding of hypercoagulable states.
8 The respiratory risks of a patient must take into account the preoperative respiratory disease status. Residual anesthetics, opioids,
and sedatives all impair responsiveness to increasing CO2 and
decreasing O2 levels. Pain itself can decrease respiration/minute
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ventilation, leading to CO2 retention and hypoxia. Supplemental O2 application alone does not guarantee hypoxemia will not
occur.
9 The evaluation of a patient’s ability to void may be affected by
the type of surgery (i.e., genitourinary surgery, hernia repairs)
or the type of anesthetic (i.e., regional, neuraxial, or opioids).
10 Glycemic monitoring and control should persist as a
continuum from intraoperative management. Good glycemic
control may help with ighting infection, improve wound
healing, which can result in better surgical outcomes.
Hypoglycemia occurs because of nothing by mouth status,
intraoperative administration of insulin, as well as the patient
using programmable insulin pumps.

11 Hypothermia can lead to an increased length of stay in PACU,
lethargy, decreased minute ventilation, decreased strength, and
increased cardiac demand. It is important to assure that the
patient is dry and insulated. The use of air warming blankets,
warming mats, and intravenous luid warmers all minimize
hypothermia.
12 Many elderly patients experience a varied degree of postoperative confusion, delirium, or cognitive dysfunction in the PACU.
Many pediatric patients also experience postemergence delirium leading to increased length of stay in the PACU.
13 Postoperative nausea and vomiting is a major cause of patient
discomfort and dissatisfaction, as well as an aspiration risk and
causes prolonged PACU stay.

Mult imedia
1 Tracheostomy

POSTANESTHESIA RECOVERY
Each patient recovering from an anesthetic has circumstances
1 that require an individualized problem-oriented approach. Postoperative planning begins with the preoperative evaluation and
formation of an intraoperative anesthetic plan. Postanesthesia
recovery must continue to adapt to meet the needs of the changing perioperative landscape, advances in technology, changing
surgical techniques; and to respond to improved evidence-based
research. Dissemination of anesthesia services beyond the perisurgical arena has brought changes and greater demands on
recovery units.

Standards for Postanesthesia Care
The ASA House of Delegates approved Standards for Postanesthesia Care on October 12, 1988. These standards were last
amended on October 27, 2004.1

VALUE AND ECONOMICS OF
POSTANESTHESIA CARE UNIT
The quality of postanesthesia care is composed of many variables
such as tracking of complications, time per patient spent in recovery, overall clinical outcomes, and patient satisfaction. The value
of postanesthesia care is a measure of the quality of care provided
compared with the amount of resources spent per patient outcome. The postanesthesia care unit (PACU) helps to use resources
eficiently by having trained staff that routinely care for postsurgical patients, thereby recognizing/preventing complications, and
by having physicians instituting appropriate and timely therapies.
The actual cost of PACU care incorporates costs of staffing, space, and hardware (resource utilization). Triage and discharge policies affect both how many admissions occur and what
resources each admission consumes. Nurse stafing continues to
be the largest direct cost in the PACU. The mix of nursing staff,
experience of nurses, stafing ratios, and the complexity and duration of PACU stay affect the overall personnel cost per admis-

2 Aspiration

sion. The level of monitoring provided affects the capital expenditure for equipment, and disposable items account for operating
expenditures. The patient acuity mix also determines needs for
stafing and equipment such as ventilators, additional monitors,
intravenous pumps, and patient-controlled analgesia pumps. The
type of physician coverage—such as dedicated coverage versus
on-demand coverage—can affect response time, eficiency of care,
costs, and patient outcomes. The use of routine postoperative
diagnostic testing and therapies without evidence-based need can
lead to unnecessary treatments, increasing cost per patient and
possible worse patient outcomes.
Cost comparisons between institutions are dificult because
charges and cost factors vary widely across institutions, in different regions of the United States, and between countries. They
constantly change over time. Regulatory requirements, standards
of care, medical–legal climates, and institutional requirements
vary greatly between regions and even between facilities in the
same locale. It is dificult to establish cost-effectiveness goals of
a single PACU because of the differing requirements of individual patients having the same procedures. This difference can
be the result of levels of patient comorbidities, level of procedure
complexity, surgeon, type of anesthetic, as well as patient perception and expectations. These are just some of the factors that can
determine the type of care needed postoperatively. Continued
pressures from many fronts to contain costs and maximize costeffectiveness force each surgical facility to continually evaluate the
value of its PACU care to each individual patient.
PACU directors are challenged to optimize clinical results while
minimizing expenditures. Innovative PACU practices should
guarantee safe care, minimize cost, and fulill regulatory and institutional requirements. Medical professionals (physicians, nursing, and support staff) must work in concert to identify practices
that are wasteful versus those that have proven yield/beneit. The
impact of many PACU-proposed interventions on clinical outcomes are not easily substantiated by controlled scientiic analysis.
Useless testing, unnecessary or unjustiiable therapy, and inappropriate PACU admissions should be eliminated. However, using a
more expensive therapy may generate real savings by decreasing
additional therapies, testing, admissions, or length of stay. Another
important element essential for patient safety and eficiency in
the PACU is communication with the intraoperative anesthesiology service. Communication is perhaps the least expensive tool
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in medicine and the one most universally proven to be involved
appropriately triaged patients. Phase I recovery would be reserved
in human error events. Utilization of PACU resources is directly
for more intense recovery and would require more one-on-one
related to anesthetic duration and technique. In one study, 22.1%
care for staff. Phase II recovery should be less intensive and is
of 37,000 patients had a minor anesthesia-related event or compliappropriate for patients after less-invasive procedures requiring
cation that prolonged PACU stays and consumed PACU resources.2
less attention from nursing while recovering. If separation of different phases of care is not possible, then providing the approAnother study showed how postoperative adverse events increase
priate level of monitoring and coverage to the degree of postthe amount of nursing resources needed in the PACU.3 Close cooroperative impairment achieves similar results in a single PACU
dination between the PACU and the anesthesiology service should
reduce the frequency and impact of such events.
2 area. However, care equal to a full-intensity PACU must always
be available, given the incidence of complications after anestheImprovements in surgical and anesthetic techniques might
sia and surgery.6 As the aging population generates an increase
create an opportunity to shorten the length of stay in the PACU,
but realized change is frequently reduced by transportation
in the complexity of surgical care in the face of tighter control
delays, persistence of pain or nausea, waiting for space, or surgeon
of resources, maintaining appropriate PACU capacity and safety
discharge delays.4 Cost-saving measures in other areas may also
by observing applicable PACU guidelines and standards will be
increasingly important.7,8
increase the cost of PACU care; for example, fast-tracking to discharge to home rather than to a hospital bed. The cost savings of
not occupying a hospital bed is offset by an increase in PACU stay
and therefore greater consumption of PACU resources.5 The savPOSTANESTHETIC TRIAGE
ings may be cost savings for the patient and beneicial for the facility as a whole but at a greater expense to the PACU. True savings are
Patients must be carefully evaluated to determine which level
only realized when operational changes yield a decrease in expenof care is appropriate. Triage should be based on clinical condiditures for staff, supplies, or equipment. For example, patients
tion, length/type of procedure and anesthetic, and the potential
who are able to bypass the PACU creates a savings opportunity
for complications that require intervention. Alternatives to PACU
only if paid nursing hours are reduced or if more surgical cases
care must be used in a nondiscriminatory fashion. Arbitrary criare covered with the same hours. With the use of less-invasive surteria based on age, American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA)
gical techniques combined with innovative anesthetic techniques,
classiication, ambulatory versus inpatient versus off-site procesuch as regional anesthetics, shorter PACU stays can result in real
dure status, or type of insurance should not be used for determinsavings opportunities. However, the areas of scheduling, clerical,
ing the level of recovery care. An individual patient undergoing a
or maintenance tasks must not consume excess stafing hours,
speciic procedure or anesthetic should receive the same appropriwithout savings realized. Finally, trimming costs could entail an
ate level of postoperative care whether the procedure is performed
increase in unwanted risk to patients. Differentiating between
in a hospital operating room, an ambulatory surgical center, an
cost-effective postanesthesia care and unsafe practice remains a
endoscopy room, an invasive radiology suite, or an outpatient
matter of constant professional judgment and debate daily in most
ofice. If doubt exists about a patient’s safety in a lower-intensity
PACUs.
setting, the patient should be admitted to a higher level of care for
recovery. Patient safety should always be favored regardless of the
cost.
LEVELS OF POSTOPERATIVE/
After supericial procedures using local iniltration, minor
POSTANESTHESIA CARE
blocks, or sedation, patients can almost always recover with less
intensive monitoring and coverage. Healthy patients undergoing more extensive procedures (e.g., hernia repairs, arthroscopic
With continued demand to increase overall healthcare eficiency,
procedures, minor orthopedic procedures) under local, plexus, or
caution must be taken to provide the most appropriate care for
peripheral nerve blockade might also bypass phase I recovery and
each patient. As anesthesia services expand to cover a variety of
go directly to phase II. The increasing use of continuous periphpatient types in ever-increasing areas outside the operating room,
eral nerve catheters for surgery has shortened PACU time and can
selecting the correct type of recovery is essential. For the many
eliminate many hospital admissions.9 Innovative anesthetic techdiffering anesthesia areas ranging from inpatient surgery, ambuniques, advanced surgical techniques, and use of bispectral index
latory surgery, to off-site procedures, the level of postoperative
monitoring help facilitate fast-track postoperative care.10
care that a patient requires is determined by the degree of underFor more intensive procedures and patients with greater acuity,
lying illness, comorbidities, and the duration as well as the type
bypassing the PACU and direct admission to intensive care units
of anesthesia and surgery. These factors are used to assess the risk
(ICUs) can reduce demands on the PACU as well as reduce errors
of postoperative complications. Less-invasive surgeries or procewith decreased number of hand offs. This still requires proper
dures combined with shorter-duration anesthetic regimens facilipostoperative reporting to the accepting unit including how to
tate high levels of arousal and minimal cardiovascular or respiracommunicate with the surgical service and anesthesiologist. These
tory depression at the end of surgery.
ICUs must be trained and prepared to receive immediate postopUsing a less intensive postanesthesia setting for selected patients
erative patients as well as meet the standards of the PACU.
can reduce costs for a surgical procedure and allow the facility to
divert scarce PACU resources to patients with greater needs. Alert
patients are more satisied when spared the unnecessary assessments in interventions of PACU care. Amenities such as recliners,
SAFETY IN THE POSTANESTHESIA
reading material, television, music, and food improve perceptions
CARE UNIT
(emotional satisfaction) without affecting quality or safety. Earlier
reunion with family or visitors in the low-intensity setting is desirable assuming that postoperative care is safe and appropriate.
The PACU medical director (every PACU should have medical
Creation of separate PACUs for inpatients, ambulatory, or
oversight) must ensure that the PACU environment is as safe as
off-site patients is one possible way to streamline PACU care for
possible for both patients and staff. Beyond usual safety policies,
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maintain stafing and training to ensure appropriate coverage and
monitors, and care is transferred with a complete report to the
skill mix are available to deal with unforeseen crises. Incidence of
nursing staff. A succinct but thorough report that includes sufadverse events in the PACU correlates with nursing workload and
icient information to allow rapid evaluation and intervention
staff availability.3 Ideally, all staff should have PACU certiication,
for postoperative complications must be legibly recorded using
a standardized format printed on the PACU record (Table 54-1).
and stafing ratios should never fall below acceptable standards.8
This report should be similar to the OR timeout, providing
Less skilled or training staff must be appropriately supervised,
patient identiication, procedure performed, anesthetic type and
and a suficient number of certiied personnel must always be
available to handle worst-case scenarios.
3 continuing therapies. Documentation of the time and amount
of all neuromuscular relaxants, respiratory depressant medicaThe PACU staff protects patients who are temporarily incomtions, and reversal agents should be standard. Outlined orders,
petent and preserves patients’ rights to observance of advanced
speciic therapeutic end points, and, most importantly, how to
directives and to informed consent for additional procedures. The
contact the responsible anesthesiologist all must be transmitstaff is obligated to optimize each patient’s privacy, dignity, and
ted. The anesthesiologist should never transfer responsibility to
to minimize the psychological impact of unpleasant or frightenPACU personnel until the patient’s airway status, ventilation, and
ing events. Observance of procedures for hand-washing, sterilhemodynamics are appropriate for the caregivers to whom he or
ity, and infection control should be strictly enforced.11 Medical
she entrusts the patient’s care. Leaving a patient in the hands of
directors must safeguard against potential for personal assault of
someone unfamiliar or incapable of adequately handling the
patients during recovery such as unwarranted restraints and proacuity of the medical situation in a rush to perform “the next
cedures without consent. Access to the PACU should be strictly
case” may constitute abandonment of care. Check the function of
controlled. With increasing acceptance of reuniting patients
indwelling cannulae, intravenous catheters, monitors and verify
with family/friends, safety and privacy need to be continually
medication type and rates of any intravenous infusions before
addressed.
leaving.
The PACU environment must also be safe for professionals.
Air handling should guarantee that personnel are not exposed to
unacceptable levels of trace anesthetic gases, although trace gas
monitoring is not necessary. Ensure that staff members receive
POSTOPERATIVE PAIN MANAGEMENT
appropriate vaccinations, including that for hepatitis B. Practitioners must adhere to policies for radiation safety, infection control, disposal of sharps, universal precautions for blood-borne
Relief of surgical pain with minimal side effects is a major goal
diseases, and safeguarding against exposure to pathogens such
during PACU care and a top priority for patients.7,12–14 Periodias methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus, vancomycin-resistant
cally assess and document level of pain throughout recovery. The
Enterococcus, Clostridium dificile, or tuberculosis. Always keep
Joint Commission for Accreditation of Health Organizations
masks, gloves, gowns, eye protection, and appropriate particulate
has mandated that a numerical pain scale be used with periodic
respiratory equipment easily accessible. Following current infecrecording and an acceptable score for discharge. Inadequate posttion control policies and guidelines are essential for patient and
operative analgesia is a major source of preoperative fear/dissatstaff safety. Ensure that suficient help is available to avoid injury
isfaction for surgical patients. In addition to improving comfort,
while lifting and positioning patients or while dealing with emeranalgesia reduces sympathetic nervous system response, thereby
gence situations. Precise documentation and clear delineation of
avoiding hypertension, tachycardia, and dysrhythmias. In hyporesponsibility is essential for proper care of patients and can pro- 4 volemic patients, the sympathetic nervous system activity may
tect staff against unnecessary medicolegal exposure.
well mask relative hypovolemia. Administration of analgesics can
precipitate hypotension in an apparently stable patient, especially
if direct or histamine-induced vasodilation occurs. It is important
to assess a tachycardic patient with low or normal blood presaDMISSION TO THE POSTANESTHESIA
sure who complains of pain carefully before giving analgesics that
CARE UNIT
might precipitate or accentuate hypotension.
The actual degree of postoperative pain can be dificult to
establish. Severity of pain varies among surgical procedures and
Every patient admitted to a PACU should have heart rate, rhythm,
anesthetic techniques. Staff members are relatively ineffective at
systemic blood pressure, airway patency, peripheral oxygen satuquantifying level of discomfort. Patients are able to communiration, ventilatory rate/character, and level of pain recorded and
cate despite having received sedative hypnotic drugs. Furtherperiodically monitored.7 Assessment with periodic recording
more, patients may be impaired in their communication abilities
every 5 minutes for the irst 15 minutes and every 15 minutes
coming into the hospital or may be affected by the entire medithereafter is a minimum. Document temperature, level of concal experience, and thereby may be afraid to express their needs.
sciousness, mental status, neuromuscular function, hydration
Inexperienced nurses overestimate a patient’s pain, whereas
status, degree of nausea on admission/discharge, and more fremore experienced nurses tend to underestimate the pain.15 Either
quently if appropriate, are also minimum standards of care. Every
patient should be continuously monitored with a pulse oximeter
error can lead to inappropriate treatment. Use of a numeric pain
and at least a single-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). Extra leads,
scale yields more reliable results but requires that a patient be
particularly precordial V3 to V6, are appropriate if left ventricular
willing to communicate. A wide divergence can exist between a
ischemia is likely. Capnography is necessary for patients receiving
patient’s cognitive perception of pain and sympathetic nervous
mechanical ventilation or those at risk for compromised ventilasystem response, related to psychological, cultural, and cardiotory function. Transduction and recorded output from invasive
vascular differences among individuals. Some patients perceive
monitors such as central venous, systemic, or pulmonary arterial
severe pain with minimal sympathetic nervous system activity,
catheters must be accomplished. Diagnostic (laboratory) testing
whereas others exhibit hypertension and tachycardia with minishould be ordered only for speciic indications.
mal complaint of discomfort. The best measure of analgesia is
Anesthesiology personnel should manage the patient until a
the patient’s perception. Heart rate, respiratory rate and depth,
PACU nurse secures admission vital signs, attaches appropriate
sweating, nausea, and vomiting all may be signs of pain but their
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PACU

assessment and report of Current status
• Airway patency
• Ventilatory adequacy
• Level of consciousness
• Level of pain
• Heart rate and heart rhythm
• Endotracheal tube position
• Systemic pressure
• Intravascular volume status
• Function of invasive monitors
• Size and location of intravenous catheters
• Anesthetic equipment (e.g., epidural catheters, peripheral
nerve catheters)
• Overall impression
postoperative instructions
• Expected airway and ventilatory status
• Acceptable vital sign ranges
• Acceptable urine output and blood loss
• Surgical instructions (e.g., positioning, wound care)
• Anticipated cardiovascular problems
• Orders for therapeutic interventions
• Diagnostic tests to be secured
• Therapeutic goals and end points before discharge
• Location of responsible physician
NPO, nothing by mouth.

Severe pain (% pts)
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FIGURE 54-1. Percentage of patients experiencing severe pain in the
postanesthesia care unit (PACU), the ambulatory surgery unit (ASU),
and during phone call follow-up at 24 hours. ORT, orthopedics; URO,
urology; GEN, general; PLA, plastics; NEU, neurology; ENT, ear, nose,
throat; DEN, dental; GYN, gynecology; OPT, ophthalmology. (Reprinted
from: Chung F, Ritchie E, Su J. Postoperative pain in ambulatory surgery.
Anesth Analg. 1997;85:808, with permission.)

absence or presence is not in itself reliable as a measure of the
presence of pain.
Careful identiication of patient subgroups, assessment of indi5
vidual analgesic requirements, and implementation of a planned,
multimodal approach will provide seamless pain control through
and beyond the PACU interval.16 In a study of postoperative pain
in 10,008 ambulatory patients, only 5.3% related severe pain in
the PACU and 1.7% in the discharge area (Fig. 54-1). However,
a much higher percentage of patients relate that moderate-tosevere pain recurs after discharge.17,18 To avoid masking signs of
an unrelated condition or a surgical complication, ascertain that
the nature and intensity of pain are appropriate for the surgical
procedure. The central nervous system (CNS) signs of hypoxemia, acidemia, or cerebral hypoperfusion often mimic those of
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intraoperative factors
• Surgical procedure
• Type of anesthetic
• Type and dificulty of airway management
• Relaxant/reversal status
• Time and amount of opioids administered
• Type and amount of intravenous luids
administered
• Estimated blood loss
• Urine output
• Unexpected surgical or anesthetic events
• Intraoperative vital sign ranges
• Intraoperative laboratory indings
• Drugs given (e.g., steroids, diuretics, antibiotics,
vasoactive medications, antiemetics)

15

0

Severe pain (% pts)

preoperative history/procedures
• Medication allergies or reactions
• Pertinent earlier surgical procedures
• Underlying medical illness
• Chronic medications
• Acute problems (e.g., ischemia, acid–base status,
dehydration)
• Premedications (e.g., antibiotics and time given,
β-adrenergic blockers, antiemetics)
• Preoperative pain control (e.g., nerve blocks, adjunct
medications, narcotics)
• Preoperative pain assessment (chronic and acute pain
scores)
• NPO status

Severe pain (% pts)

TABLE 54-1. CoMponents of a
postanesthesia Care Unit
admission report

20
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pain, especially during emergence. Administration of parenteral
analgesics or sedatives can acutely worsen hypoventilation, airway obstruction, or hypotension, causing sudden deterioration.
Evaluating orientation, the level of arousal, and cardiovascular or
pulmonary status usually identiies such patients.
Surgical pain can be effectively treated with intravenous opioids as part of a planned analgesic continuum that begins prior
to the induction of surgical anesthesia and continues throughout
the postoperative course. Suficient analgesia is the end point,
even if large doses of opioids are necessary in tolerant patients.
Short-acting opioids are useful to expedite discharge and minimize nausea in ambulatory settings,19 although duration of analgesia can be a problem. During intravenous titration of opioids,
assess for incremental respiratory or cardiovascular depression.
Disadvantages of intramuscular administration include larger
dose requirements, delayed onset, and unpredictable uptake in
hypothermic patients. Oral and transdermal analgesics have a
limited role in the PACU but are helpful for ambulatory patients
after PACU discharge. Rectal analgesics are sometimes useful in
small children.
Perioperative use of cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors has decreased
because of adverse cardiovascular events. These events have led
to the withdrawal of most of this class of drug with the exception of celecoxib, which has shown to reduce opioid requirements
and the incidence of opioid adverse events.20 The concerns surrounding the negative cardiac side effects have made the overall
appropriateness of this therapy more complicated. Nonselective
nonsteroidal anti-inlammatory drugs such as ibuprofen or acetaminophen are also effective, especially when administered orally
before surgery. Intravenous acetaminophen, now available in the
United States can also lower opioid requirements. Preoperative
administration likely augments the overall level of analgesia rather
than offering a substantial preemptive advantage.21 Ketorolac is
an effective analgesic and anti-inlammatory that lowers opioid
requirements, although the possibility of hemorrhage due to its
antiplatelet properties can limit its use. Although intraoperative
use has not been associated with increased bleeding, preoperative
oral administration has some evidence of postoperative hemorrhage. Ketorolac might also decrease ischemic events in patients
with coronary artery disease through analgesic and antiplatelet
actions. Use of clonidine to supplement analgesia is effective but
can cause hypotension. Agonist–antagonist analgesics offer little
advantage. Interventions such as repositioning, reassurance, or
extubation also help minimize discomfort.
Other analgesic modalities provide pain relief in and beyond
the PACU.22 Intravenous opioid loading in the PACU is important for smooth transition to intravenous patient-controlled
analgesia. Injection of opioids into the epidural or subarachnoid
space during anesthesia or in the PACU yields prolonged postoperative analgesia in selected patients.23,24 Nausea and pruritus
are troubling side effects, and immediate or delayed ventilatory
depression can occur related to vascular uptake and cephalad spread in cerebrospinal luid. Nausea should resolve with
antiemetics, whereas pruritus and ventilatory depression often
respond to naloxone infusion. Addition of local anesthetic or
clonidine enhances analgesia and decreases the risk of side effects
from epidural opioids, although local anesthetics add risk of
hypotension or motor blockade. Epidural analgesia is effective
after thoracic and upper abdominal procedures and helps wean
obese patients or those with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) from mechanical ventilation. Whether epidural
analgesia improves surgical outcomes remains debatable.
Continuous low catheters with pressure delivery systems of
local anesthetics have been used intrawound to reduce pain and
opioid requirements, increase patient satisfaction, and reduce

length of hospital stay.25 These same delivery systems have been
safely used with continuous peripheral nerve catheters for inhospital as well as outpatient use.26,27 With the use of ultrasoundguided techniques for catheter placement, appropriately selected
outpatients can safely receive the pain control beneits of regional
anesthesia.9 However, extensive written and oral postoperative
instructions must be provided, with systems in place for 24-hour
access by patients for catheter-related complications.
Placement of long-acting regional analgesic blocks reduces
pain, controls sympathetic nervous system activity, and often
improves ventilation.22 After shoulder procedures, interscalene
block yields almost complete pain relief with only moderate
inconvenience from motor impairment. Paralysis of the ipsilateral
diaphragm can impair postoperative ventilation in patients with
marginal reserve, although the impact is small in most patients.28
Suprascapular nerve block might be an alternative to avoid this
potentially serious side effect. Percutaneous intercostal or paravertebral blocks reduce analgesic requirements after thoracic,
breast, or high abdominal incision, although beneicial effects on
postoperative pulmonary function are questionable. Transversus
abdominis plane (TAP) blocks are effective for lower abdominal
surgeries as well as those innervated by the ilioinguinal and iliohypogastric nerves. Caudal analgesia or paravertebral blocks can
also be effective in children after inguinal or genital procedures,
whereas iniltration of local anesthetic into joints, soft tissues, or
incisions decreases the intensity of pain. Other modalities, such
as guided imagery, hypnosis, transcutaneous nerve stimulation,
music, massage, or acupuncture, have limited utility for surgical
pain but may provide a positive patient experience.
Use of patient-controlled analgesia, spinal opioids, or neural
blockade mandates anticipation of risk beyond the PACU. The
plan for extended postoperative analgesia should be prepared
before induction of surgical anesthesia, and then orient the anesthetic and PACU care toward that plan. These plans should be in
agreement with the patient, surgeon, and anesthesiologist. If one
analgesic modality proves inadequate, take particular care when
implementing a second technique.
Fear, anxiety, and confusion often accentuate postoperative
pain during recovery, especially after general anesthesia. Titration of an intravenous sedative such as midazolam attenuates
this psychogenic component, although analgesic requirements
may increase slightly because benzodiazepines interact with
γ-aminobutyric acid receptors. It is important to distinguish
between requirements for analgesia and for anxiolysis. Opioids
are poor sedatives and anxiolytics, whereas benzodiazepines are
poor analgesics. However, when opioid dose appears larger than
what might be anticipated as what the patient should require, one
should consider the possibility that anxiety is playing a large role
in the dysphoric event in the PACU.

DISCHARGE CRITERIA
When possible before discharge from postoperative care, each
patient should be suficiently oriented to assess his or her physical condition and be able to summon assistance. Airway relexes
and motor function must be adequate to maintain patency and
prevent aspiration. One should ensure that ventilation and oxygenation are acceptable, with suficient reserve to cover minor
deterioration in unmonitored settings. Blood pressure, heart rate,
and indices of peripheral perfusion should be relatively constant
for at least 15 minutes and appropriately near baseline. Achieving normal body temperature is not an absolute requirement,
but there should be resolution of shivering. Acceptable analgesia
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TABLE 54-2. tWo most CommonLY Used postanesthesia Care Unit
disCharGe Criteria sYstems
Modified Aldrete Scoring System

Postanesthetic Discharge Scoring System

respiration
2 = Able to take deep breath and cough
1 = Dyspnea/shallow breathing
0 = Apnea

Vital signs
2 = BP + pulse within 20% preop baseline
1 = BP + pulse within 20–40% preop baseline
0 = BP + pulse >40% preop baseline

o2 saturation
2 = Maintains Spo2 >92% on room air
1 = Needs O2 inhalation to maintain O2
saturation >90%
0 = O2 saturation <90% even with
supplemental oxygen

activity
2 = Steady gait, no dizziness or meets preop level
1 = Requires assistance
0 = Unable to ambulate
nausea and Vomiting
2 = Minimal/treated with PO medication
1 = Moderate/treated with parenteral medication
0 = Severe/continues despite treatment
pain
Controlled with oral analgesics and acceptable to patient:
2 = Yes
1 = No
surgical Bleeding
2 = Minimal/no dressing changes
1 = Moderate/up to two dressing changes required
0 = Severe/more than three dressing changes required
Score ≥9 for discharge

Consciousness
2 = Fully awake
1 = Arousable on calling
0 = Not responding
Circulation
2 = BP ± 20 mm Hg preop
1 = BP ± 20–50 mm Hg preop
0 = BP ± 50 mm Hg preop
activity
2 = Able to move four extremities
voluntary or on command
1 = Able to move two extremities
0 = Unable to move extremities
Score ≥9 for discharge
BP, blood pressure; PO, oral.

continued management of likely postdischarge symptoms such as
pain, nausea, headache, dizziness, drowsiness, and fatigue must
be made prior to discharge.18

POSTOPERATIVE EVALUATION
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have
instituted compliance policies for those entities that participate
in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The policy for postanesthesia follow-up requires a written documentation that is performed by an individual that is qualiied to administer anesthesia
no later than 48 hours postprocedure. The time frame starts as
soon as the patient arrives to the recovery area or ICU. The evaluation should be performed only after the patient has suficiently
recovered from anesthesia to be able to participate such as answer
questions or perform simple tasks. The postanesthesia evaluation
must contain the following elements:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Respiratory function, including respiratory rate, airway patency,
and oxygen saturation
Cardiovascular function, including pulse rate and blood
pressure
Mental status
Temperature
Pain
Nausea and vomiting
Postoperative hydration.
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must be achieved and vomiting appropriately controlled. Patients
should be observed for at least 15 minutes after the last intravenous opioid or sedative is administered to assess peak effects and
side effects. If regional anesthetics have been administered, longer
observation could be appropriate. One should monitor oxygen
saturation for 15 minutes after discontinuation of supplemental
oxygen to detect hypoxemia and then assess likely complications
of surgery (e.g., bleeding, vascular compromise, pneumothorax)
or of underlying conditions (e.g., hypertension, myocardial ischemia, hyperglycemia, bronchospasm). One should also document
a brief neurologic assessment of orientation, eye signs, facial symmetry, and extremity movement and review results of diagnostic tests. If these generic criteria cannot be met, postponement of
discharge or transfer to a specialized unit is advisable. There is no
demonstrable beneit from a mandatory minimum duration of
PACU care.
Scoring systems such as the Modiied Aldrete Score or Postanesthesia Discharge Scoring System (Table 54-2) are two commonly used systems for patient assessment and attempt to simplify and standardize patient discharge criteria. Fixed PACU
discharge criteria must be used with caution because variability
among patients is tremendous. Scoring systems that quantify
physical status or establish thresholds for vital signs are useful for
6 assessment but cannot replace individual evaluation.29,30 Ideally,
each patient should be evaluated for discharge by an anesthesiologist using a consistent set of criteria, considering the severity
of underlying disease, the anesthetic and recovery course, and
the level of care at the destination (Table 54-2). A plan for the
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CaRDIOVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this section is not to entirely review all the possible cardiovascular events that might beset a patient in the
PACU, rather it is to help the reader decide what events might be
7 unique to the PACU. The cardiac risks during the postoperative
stay include myocardial ischemia, which may be minimized with
continued use of β-blockers, analgesia, nitrates, supplemental
oxygen, adequate circulating volume, oxygen-carrying capacity, heart rate control, and an understanding of hypercoagulable
states. In the PACU, some relexes previously blunted by general anesthetics, sedatives, and opioids return toward baseline
revealing an unexpected cardiovascular compromise. Perhaps
the two most common types of patients to encounter troubles
will be the patient with coronary artery disease and the patient
with congestive heart failure. In the PACU it is a rare event for
a patient to complain, de novo, of anginal type chest pain. The
patients have signiicant blood opioid levels, and endorphins
may be high because of the operation. The anesthetic makes the
sensorium dulled and dysfunctional. The irst sign of myocardial
ischemia may well be hypotension, and the use of newer sedation techniques using drugs like dexmedetomidine can lead to
hypotension postoperatively which can cloud the picture of a
patient’s cardiac disease. The most common sign of myocardial
ischemia is tachycardia. Tachycardia is very often a reaction to,
not the cause of, myocardial ischemia. That does not mean that
all tachycardia heralds myocardial ischemia, but in a patient who
seems at risk for coronary artery disease, new-onset tachycardia
that is not caused by pain should be taken seriously. The ECG
may show classic ST–T wave elevation or depression depending
on lead placement and area of ischemia. But the lack of ST–T
wave elevation does not rule out coronary artery disease. Transmural myocardial infarctions outside the PACU show no ECG
diagnostic changes 10% to 30% of the time. So the clinician must
be especially suspicious of a series of hemodynamic changes in
a person at risk for coronary artery disease. Early intervention
with nitrates, opioids, β-blockers, and even anticoagulants may
save a life. Cardiology should be involved to gain immediate
and timely access to the cardiac catheterization laboratory or for
angiolytic drug therapy. Involvement and communication with
the surgical service must be immediate and decisions especially
as to anticoagulation and lytic therapy should be made among
several services in consultation. Thus, cardiac ischemia in the
PACU may manifest subtly! With increasing use of bare metal
and drug-eluting stents (DES), recognition of those patients who
have stopped antiplatelet therapy and are in postoperative hypercoagulable states can quickly occlude these stents. This situation
requires quick recognition and response for intervention in the
cath lab.
Congestive heart failure is epidemic in our ever-aging population. The outpatient cardiology services have an expanding armamentarium of new inotropic/vasodilator therapy, devices, and
interventions that allow patients to compensate for their congestive heart failure. One should know not only the ejection fraction
but the activities of daily living, exercise tolerance, and other risk
indices. The ejection fraction is only an estimate of the fractional
shortening of the myocardial actin and myosin ibrils. Although
it is a useful estimate of severity of impairment, one is struck by
how stable some patients may be with a large dilated heart contracting at a 15% ejection fraction. They are compensated but
have little reserve. The potential problems of bleeding, volume
shifts, and respiratory compromise in the PACU could quickly
cause decompensation. There are also no absolute numbers with
regard to luid restriction. The usage of transesophageal echocar-

diography revolutionized cardiac anesthesia. It, along with transthoracic echo, may be of great use in the PACU. Within a very
few minutes a puzzling hypotensive situation might be explained
by an echocardiogram. In the fast-paced dynamic environment
of the PACU, placing a pulmonary artery (PA) catheter may give
useful information, but may also take valuable time away from
patient triage and treatment. The echocardiogram allows rapid
viewing of myocardial contractility, regional wall motion, volume
status, and valvular dysfunction.
The PACU has in the recent history taken on a new role in
some hospitals. Cardiac surgical care is pushing toward “early
extubation” or “fast-tracking.” In years past, especially when a
“cardiac anesthetic” involved very large dosages of semisynthetic
opioids that obligated patients to ≥24 hours of ventilation, the
ICU was the standard place for all postoperative heart patients.
Today, there is no such entity as a cardiac anesthetic. Balanced
anesthetic techniques are used most often. Those who write about
early extubation have pushed the limits from 24 hours all the way
to extubation of patients on the operating table. Series are available with few if any reintubation catastrophes or events when this
technique is practiced with good teams. The natural extension is
to establish some highly specialized PACUs that function as stepdown or short-term ICUs. In a study of 85 prospective patients31
undergoing “off-pump” coronary artery bypass graft procedures,
the patients were extubated in 12 ± 2 minutes after the chest was
closed. They were then taken to a special part of the PACU where
they were monitored for a number of hours (up to 480 minutes in
some situations). Patients were then either discharged to the cardiac loors or sent to an ICU. Of the 85 patients in this study, only
4 failed the PACU stay and had to be admitted to an ICU. Bradycardia was the cause for failure in three cases and one there was
one case of myocardial infarction. Two patients later returned
to the ICU from the cardiac ward; there was one case of atrial
ibrillation and another case of myocardial infarction. During
the same time 304 patients who were not undergoing off-pump
coronary artery bypass graft surgery were admitted to the cardiac
ICU. The cost for PACU stay was $5,140.00 less than for an ICUadmitted patient. Although this study seems quite favorable, the
two groups of patients were not comparable.
Studies from the mid-to-late 1990s looking at high-risk vascular and thoracic surgery patients showed that they could each
be adequately cared for in an adequately staffed and prepared
PACU.32 The conclusion was that a hospital could well improve
its patient throughput by putting more resources into expanded
PACU care and not so much into ICU services. Several nursing
reviews are available to give input as to how to structure such new
units.33,34
Anesthesiology services are in increased demand throughout
most hospitals. The PACU will likely need to prepare to care for
those patients or to staff “ectopic” sites. In the evoked potential
laboratories, for example, ablation procedures for dysrhythmias
and the newer “mini-Maze” procedures may require care in
the PACU. Automated implantable deibrillators are placed in
hybrid suites, operating rooms, or catheterization laboratories.
Now there is the possibility of percutaneous valve replacements
as well as some hybrid and percutaneous coronary revascularization procedures. If these patients require deep sedation or general
anesthesia, the patient will also require PACU care.
The cardiac patient is the common patient today. The new
procedures and pressure to ever streamline operating room
care is pressuring the PACU to become more and more a cardiac mini-ICU. The smart PACU medical director and hospital
administrator will see that with targeted resources, patients may
well be safely cared for in a more cost-effective manner with
quicker throughput by using a PACU approach.
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Mechanical, hemodynamic, and pharmacologic factors related to
surgery and anesthesia impair ventilation, oxygenation, and airway maintenance.35 Heavy smoking, obesity, sleep apnea, severe
asthma, and COPD increase the risk of postoperative ventilatory
events.36 Preoperative pulmonary function testing has limited
predictive value for postoperative complications,37 perhaps with
the exception of postoperative bronchospasm in smokers.38

Inadequate Postoperative Ventilation
In PACU patients, mild respiratory acidemia due to atelectasis
and decreased minute ventilation is expected; thus, elevated Paco2
does not necessarily indicate inadequate postoperative ventilation.
Inadequate ventilation should be suspected when (1) respiratory
acidemia occurs coincident with tachypnea, anxiety, dyspnea,
labored ventilation, or increased sympathetic nervous system
activity; (2) hypercarbia reduces the arterial pH below 7.30; or
(3) Paco2 progressively increases with a progressive decrease in
arterial pH.

Inadequate Respiratory Drive
During early recovery from anesthesia, residual effects of intravenous and inhalation anesthetics blunt the ventilatory responses to
both hypercarbia and hypoxemia. Sedatives augment depression
from opioids or anesthetics and reduce the conscious desire to
ventilate (a signiicant component of ventilatory drive).
Hypoventilation and hypercarbia can evolve insidiously during
transfer and admission to the PACU. Although effects of intraoperative medications are usually waning, the peak depressant effect
of an intravenous opioid given just before transfer occurs in the
PACU. Coincident depression of medullary centers that regulate the sympathetic nervous system can blunt signs of acidemia
or hypoxemia such as hypertension, tachycardia, and agitation,
concealing hypoventilation. Patients might communicate lucidly
and even complain of pain while experiencing signiicant opioidinduced hypoventilation. A balance must be struck between an
acceptable level of postoperative ventilatory depression and a tolerable level of pain or agitation. Patients with abnormal CO2/pH
responses from morbid obesity, chronic airway obstruction, or
sleep apnea are more sensitive to respiratory depressants.39 Risk for
apnea after anesthesia in preterm infants depends on type of anesthetic, postconceptual age, and preoperative hematocrit. Preterm
infants should be monitored for at least 12 hours (see Chapter 41).
Children with active or recent upper respiratory infection are more
prone to breath-holding, severe cough, and arterial desaturations
below 90% during recovery, especially if they have a history of
reactive airway disease or secondhand smoke exposure or have
undergone intubation and/or airway surgery.40 If hypoventilation
from opioids is excessive, forced arousal and careful titration (20
to 40 µg at a time) of intravenous naloxone reverses respiratory
depression without affecting analgesia. Flumazenil (0.1 mg titrated
to effect up to 1.5 mg) directly reverses depressant effects of benzodiazepines on ventilatory drive but is usually unnecessary.
The abrupt diminution of a noxious stimulus (e.g., tracheal
extubation, placement of a postoperative block) may promote
hypoventilation or airway obstruction by altering the balance
between arousal from discomfort and depression from medica-

tion. Intracranial hemorrhage or edema sometimes presents with
hypoventilation, especially after posterior fossa craniotomy. Bilateral carotid body injury after endarterectomy can ablate peripheral hypoxic drive. Chronic respiratory acidemia from COPD
alters CNS sensitivity to pH and makes hypoxic drive dominant,
but hypoventilation from supplemental oxygen rarely occurs.

Increased Airway Resistance
High resistance to gas low through airways increases work of
breathing and CO2 production. If inspiratory muscles cannot
generate suficient pressure gradients to overcome resistance,
alveolar ventilation fails to match CO2 production and progressive respiratory acidemia occurs.
In postoperative patients, increased upper airway resistance is
caused by obstruction in the pharynx (posterior tongue displacement, change in anteroposterior and lateral dimensions from softtissue collapse), in the larynx (laryngospasm, laryngeal edema),
or in the large airways (extrinsic compression from hematoma,
tumor, or tracheal stenosis). Weakness from residual neuromuscular relaxation,41 myasthenia gravis or myasthenic syndromes
can contribute, but it is seldom the primary cause of airway compromise. If the airway is clear of vomitus or foreign bodies, simple
maneuvers such as improving the level of consciousness, lateral
positioning, chin lift, mandible elevation, or placement of an oropharyngeal or nasopharyngeal airway usually relieve obstruction.
A nasopharyngeal airway is better tolerated when the patient has
functional gag relexes. Acute extrinsic upper airway compression
(e.g., an expanding neck hematoma) must be relieved.
During emergence, stimulation of the pharynx or vocal cords
by secretions, blood, foreign matter, or extubation can generate
laryngospasm.42 Laryngeal constrictor muscles occlude the tracheal inlet and reduce gas low. Patients who smoke or are chronically exposed to smoke have irritable airway conditions, have
copious secretions, or have undergone upper airway surgery are
at higher risk.35,40 Laryngospasm can usually be overcome by providing gentle positive pressure (10 to 20 mm Hg continuous) in
the oropharynx by mask with 100% O2. Prolonged laryngospasm
is relieved with a small dose of succinylcholine (e.g., 0.1 mg/kg) or
deepening sedation with propofol. An intubating dosage of succinylcholine should not be used to break postoperative laryngospasm, especially if the alveolar partial pressure of oxygen (Pao2)
is decreased by hypoventilation. As little as 5 to 10 mg of succinylcholine can break the laryngospasm. Unless assisted ventilation is provided, declining Pao2 causes serious hypoxemia before
spontaneous ventilation resumes43 (Fig. 54-2). If the functional
residual capacity (FRC) is abnormally reduced, the decreased volume of O2 available in the lungs accelerates the development of
hypoxemia. Severe laryngeal obstruction can occur secondarily
because of hypocalcemia after parathyroid excision.
Soft-tissue edema worsens airway obstruction, especially in
children and adults recovering from procedures on the neck.
Nebulized vasoconstrictors like epinepherine help somewhat, but
steroids have little effect acutely. Patients with C1 esterase inhibitor deiciency can develop severe angioneurotic edema after even
slight trauma to the airway. Pathologic airway obstruction (e.g.,
severe edema, epiglottitis, retropharyngeal abscess, encroaching tumors) might require emergency tracheal intubation, but
airway manipulation is dangerous because minor trauma from
intubation attempts can convert a marginal airway into a total
obstruction. Judgment by the individual anesthesiologist regarding timing, patient status, available equipment along with airway
management skills all play a part of the decision as to where,
when, and how to intubate. Sedatives or muscle relaxants used
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FIGURE 54-2. Rate of SpO2 decline after onset of apnea. (Reprinted
from: Benumof JL, Dagg R, Benumof R. Critical hemoglobin desaturation
will occur before return to an unparalyzed state following 1 mg/kg intravenous succinylcholine. Anesthesiology. 1997;87:979, with permission.)

stimulation. Patients often respond to their pre-existing regimen of albuterol, pirbuterol, or salmeterol inhalers. Levalbuterol
or metaproterenol nebulized in oxygen resolves postoperative
bronchospasm with minimal tachycardia. Nebulized racemic
epinephrine effectively relaxes smooth muscle, but side effects of
tachycardia and lushing can be seen. Isoproterenol has also been
nebulized with good results. Intramuscular or sublingual terbutaline can be added. Administration of steroid therapy offers little
acute improvement, but may prevent later recurrence. Bronchospasm that is resistant to β2-sympathomimetic medication may
improve with an anticholinergic medication such as atropine or
ipratropium. If bronchospasm is life-threatening, an intravenous
epinephrine infusion yields profound bronchodilation. Increased
small airway resistance caused by mechanical factors (e.g., loss of
lung volume, retained secretions, pulmonary edema) usually does
not resolve with bronchodilators. Restoration of lung volume with
incentive spirometry or deep tidal ventilation increases radial traction on small airways. Reducing left ventricular illing pressures
might relieve airway resistance caused by increased lung water,
although interstitial luid accumulation can persist. Also, extended
contraction of airway smooth muscle obstructs venous and lymphatic low, leading to airway wall edema that resolves slowly.

Decreased Compliance
to facilitate intubation can worsen obstruction by compromising
the patient’s volitional efforts to maintain the airway and by eliminating spontaneous ventilation. Equipment and personnel nec1 essary for emergency cricothyroidotomy or tracheostomy should
be available. Needle cricothyroidotomy using a 14-gauge intravenous catheter or a commercially available kit permits oxygenation
and marginal ventilation until the airway is secured, especially if
jet ventilation with 100% oxygen is used.
Reduction of cross-sectional area in small airways increases
overall airway resistance because resistance varies inversely with
the fourth power of radius during laminar low and with the ifth
power during turbulent low. Pharyngeal or tracheal stimulation
from secretions, suctioning, aspiration, or a tracheal tube can trigger a relex constriction of bronchial smooth muscle in emerging patients with reactive airways. Histamine release precipitated
by medication or allergic reactions also increases airway smooth
muscle tone. Decreased radial traction on small airways reduces
cross-sectional area in patients with COPD or with decreased
lung volume secondary to obesity, surgical manipulation, excessive lung water, or splinting. Preoperative spirometric evidence
of increased airway resistance predicts an increased risk of postoperative bronchospasm.38 Smokers and patients with bronchospastic conditions are at highest risk.44 If ventilatory requirements
are increased by warming, hyperthermia, or work of breathing,
high low rates convert laminar low to higher-resistance turbulent low. Prolonged expiratory time or audible turbulent air low
(wheezing) during forced vital capacity expiration often unmasks
subclinical airway resistance. (Resistance is higher during expiration because intermediate-diameter airways are compressed by
positive intrathoracic pressure.) High airway resistance does not
always cause wheezing because low might be so impeded that
no sound is produced. Signs of increased resistance mimic those
of decreased pulmonary compliance. Spontaneously breathing
patients exhibit accessory muscle recruitment, labored ventilation,
and increased work of breathing with either condition. Mechanically ventilated patients exhibit high peak inspiratory pressures.
The treatment of small airway resistance is directed at an
underlying etiology. One must eliminate laryngeal or airway

Reduced pulmonary compliance accentuates the work of breathing.
In the extreme, low compliance causes progressive respiratory muscle fatigue, hypoventilation, and respiratory acidemia. Parenchymal
changes also affect compliance. Reduction of FRC leads to small
airway closure and distal lung collapse, requiring greater energy
expenditure to re-expand the lung. Pulmonary edema increases the
lung’s weight and inertia and elevates surface tension by interfering with surfactant activity, making expansion more dificult. Pulmonary contusion or hemorrhage interferes with lung expansion,
as do restrictive lung diseases, skeletal abnormalities, intrathoracic
lesions, hemothorax, pneumothorax, or cardiomegaly. Obesity
affects pulmonary compliance, especially when adipose tissue compresses the thoracic cage or increases intra-abdominal pressure
in supine or lateral positions. Extrathoracic factors such as tight
muscles of the chest or abdominal dressings and gas in the stomach
or bowel reduce compliance. Most notably after intra-abdominal
laparoscopic procedures, retained CO2 may impair diaphragm
movement. The CO2 has the capability to dissecting into the thorax
creating either a pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum, which is
usually a self-limited event as the CO2 is relatively rapidly absorbed.
There is usually no need for chest tube intervention. An intraabdominal tumor, hemorrhage, ascites, bowel obstruction, or pregnancy impairs diaphragmatic excursion and reduces compliance.
Work of breathing is improved by resolving problems that
reduce compliance. Allowing patients to recover in a semisitting (semi-Fowler) position reduces work of breathing. Incentive
spirometry and chest physiotherapy help restore lung volume,
as does positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) or continuous
positive airway pressure (CPAP). In patients with COPD and
highly compliant lungs, positive airway pressure might force the
rib cage and diaphragms toward their excursion limits, accentuating inspiratory muscular effort.

Neuromuscular and Skeletal Problems
Postoperative airway obstruction and hypoventilation are accentuated by incomplete reversal of neuromuscular relaxation. Residual paralysis compromises airway patency, ability to overcome
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seldom causes actual hypoventilation and usually improves with
analgesia and repositioning. Ventilation with small tidal volumes
due to thoracic restriction or reduced compliance seems to generate afferent input from pulmonary stretch receptors, leading to
dyspnea, labored breathing, and accessory muscle recruitment in
spite of appropriate minute ventilation. Occasional large, “satisfying” lung expansions often relieve these symptoms. Finally,
spontaneous hyperventilation to compensate for a metabolic acidemia might generate tachypnea or labored breathing, which is
mistaken for ventilatory insuficiency.

Increased Dead Space
Ventilation of unperfused dead space or of poorly perfused alve⋅ ⋅
oli with high ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) ratios is less effective in
removing CO2. Expansion of dead space volume or reduction of
tidal volume increases the fraction of each breath wasted in dead
⋅ ⋅
space VD/VT and the amount of CO2 from the previous exhalation
that is rebreathed. A proportionally larger increase in total minute
ventilation is required to meet any increase in CO2 production.
⋅ ⋅
Patients with high VD/VT are at greater risk for postoperative ventilatory failure.
Occasionally, an acute increase in dead space contributes to
respiratory acidemia in postoperative patients. Although upper
airway dead space is reduced after tracheal intubation and tracheostomy, excessive tubing volume or valve reversal in breathing circuits promotes rebreathing of CO2. PEEP or CPAP elevates
physiologic dead space, especially in patients with high pulmonary
compliance. Pulmonary embolization with air, thrombus, or cellular debris increases physiologic dead space, although impact on CO2
excretion is often compensated by accelerated minute ventilation
from hypercarbic and hypoxic drives or relex responses. Decreased
⋅ ⋅
cardiac output can transiently increase VD/VT by decreasing perfusion to well-ventilated, nondependent lung. Irreversible increases
in dead space occur if adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
related to sepsis, transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI), or
hypoxia destroys pulmonary microvasculature. Dead space may
appear high if an inhalation interrupts the previous exhalation and
the spent alveolar gas is retained. This “gas trapping” occurs when
high airway resistance lengthens the time required to exhale completely, or if improper inspiration/expiration ratios or high ventilatory rates are used during mechanical ventilation.

Increased Carbon Dioxide Production
Carbon dioxide production varies directly with metabolic rate,
body temperature, and substrate availability. During anesthesia,
CO2 production falls to approximately 60% of the normal 2 to
3 mL/kg/min as hypothermia lowers metabolic activity and neuromuscular relaxation reduces tonic muscle contraction. Therefore,
during recovery, metabolic rate and CO2 production can increase
by 40%. Shivering, high work of breathing, infection, sympathetic
nervous system activity, or rapid carbohydrate metabolism during intravenous hyperalimentation accelerates CO2 production.
Malignant hyperthermia generates CO2 production many times
greater than normal, which rapidly exceeds ventilatory reserve
and causes severe respiratory and metabolic acidemia. Even mild
increases of CO2 production can precipitate respiratory acidemia
if low compliance, airway resistance, or neuromuscular paralysis
interferes with ventilation. With the exception of adjusting hyperalimentation, improving work of breathing, reducing shivering,
or treating hyperthermia, there is little yield from addressing CO2
production in PACU patients.
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airway resistance, airway protection, and ability to clear secretions.45 In the extreme, paralysis precludes effective spontaneous
ventilation. Intraoperative use of shorter-acting relaxants might
decrease the incidence of residual paralysis but does not eliminate the problem. Marginal reversal can be more dangerous than
near-total paralysis because a weak, agitated patient exhibiting
uncoordinated movements and airway obstruction is more easily
identiied. A somnolent patient exhibiting mild stridor and shallow ventilation from marginal neuromuscular function might be
overlooked, allowing insidious hypoventilation and respiratory
acidemia or regurgitation with aspiration to occur. PACU staff
should be aware of patients who have received nondepolarizing
muscle relaxants but no reversal agents because they often exhibit
low levels of residual paralysis.46 Safety of techniques designed to
avoid reversal of short- and intermediate-duration relaxants has
not been substantiated, and reversal of nondepolarizing relaxants is recommended.7 The selective relaxant binding agent used
widely in Europe but currently unavailable in the United States,
γ-cyclodextrins (i.e., Sugammadex), is a promising reversal drug
that can avoid the side effects of other anticholinesterases and
anticholinergics.47 Patients with neuromuscular abnormalities
such as myasthenia gravis, Eaton–Lambert syndrome, periodic
paralysis, or muscular dystrophies exhibit exaggerated or prolonged responses to muscle relaxants. Even without relaxant
administration, these patients can exhibit postoperative ventilatory insuficiency. Medications potentiate neuromuscular relaxation (e.g., antibiotics, furosemide, propranolol, phenytoin), as
does hypocalcemia or hypermagnesemia.
Diaphragmatic contraction is compromised in some postoperative patients, forcing more reliance on intercostal muscles
and reducing the ability to overcome decreased compliance or
increased ventilatory demands. Impairment of phrenic nerve
function from interscalene block, trauma, or thoracic and neck
operations can “paralyze” one or rarely both diaphragms.28 Adequate ventilation will normally be maintained with only one diaphragm, and marginal ventilation by external intercostal muscles
alone. However, with high work of breathing, muscle weakness,
or increased ventilatory demands, a nonfunctional diaphragm
impairs minute ventilation. Thoracic spinal or epidural blockade
interferes with intercostal muscle function and reduces ventilatory reserve, especially in patients with COPD. Abnormal motor
neuron function (e.g., Guillain–Barré syndrome, cervical spinal
cord trauma), lail chest, or severe kyphosis or scoliosis can cause
postoperative ventilatory insuficiency.
Simple tests help assess mechanical ability to ventilate. The
ability to sustain head elevation in a supine position, a forced vital
capacity of 10 to 12 mL/kg, an inspiratory pressure more negative
than −25 cm H2O, and tactile train-of-four assessment imply that
strength of ventilatory muscles is adequate to sustain ventilation
and to take a large enough breath to cough. However, none of
these clinical end points reliably predicts recovery of airway protective relexes,46 and failure on these tests does not necessarily
indicate the need for assisted ventilation.
The use of noninvasive mechanical ventilation techniques such
as continuous positive airway pressure or bilevel ventilation can
help safely extubate some patients earlier or prevent reintubating others. By using these noninvasive airway techniques, patients
can often overcome some of the above discussed issues interfering with normal respiration. Thus reducing the risk of remaining
intubated or reintubation. Units other than ICUs are able to manage these patients therefore ofloading the burden on the ICU.
Occasionally, a clinical picture suggests ventilatory insuficiency when ventilation is adequate. Voluntary limitation of chest
expansion to avoid pain (splinting) causes labored, rapid, shallow breathing characteristic of inadequate ventilation. Splinting
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Inadequate Postoperative Oxygenation
Systemic arterial partial pressure of oxygen (Pao2) is the best indicator of pulmonary oxygen transfer from alveolar gas to pulmonary capillary blood. Arterial hemoglobin saturation monitored
by pulse oximetry yields less information on alveolar–arterial gradients and is not helpful in assessing impact of hemoglobin dissociation curve shifts or carboxyhemoglobin.48 Evaluation of metabolic acidemia or mixed venous oxygen content yields insight
into peripheral oxygen delivery and utilization. Adequate arterial
oxygenation does not mean that cardiac output, arterial perfusion
pressure, or distribution of blood low will maintain tissue oxygenation. Sepsis, hypotension, anemia, or hemoglobin dissociation abnormalities can generate tissue ischemia despite adequate
oxygenation.
In postoperative patients, the acceptable lower limit for Pao2
varies with individual patient characteristics. A Pao2 below 65 to
70 mm Hg causes signiicant hemoglobin desaturation, although
tissue oxygen delivery might be maintained at lower levels.
Maintaining Pao2 between 80 and 100 mm Hg (saturation: 93%
to 97%) ensures adequate oxygen availability. Little beneit is
derived from elevating Pao2 above 110 mm Hg because hemoglobin is saturated and the amount of additional oxygen dissolved in
plasma is negligible. During mechanical ventilation, a Pao2 above
80 mm Hg with 0.4 Fio2 and 5 cm H2O PEEP,48 CPAP or spontaneous breathing trial usually predicts sustained adequate oxygenation after tracheal extubation.

Distribution of Ventilation
⋅ ⋅
Loss of dependent lung volume commonly causes V/Q mismatching and hypoxemia. A reduction in FRC decreases radial traction
on small airways, leading to collapse and distal atelectasis that can
worsen for 36 hours after surgery.49 Reduced ventilation in dependent lung is particularly damaging because gravity directs pulmonary blood low to dependent areas. Obese patients sustain large
decreases in FRC during surgery. Older patients normally exhibit
some airway closure at end expiration, and those with COPD
have more severe closure that is exacerbated by small reductions
in FRC. Retraction, packing, manipulation, or peritoneal insuflation during upper abdominal surgery reduces FRC, as does compression from leaning surgical assistants.50 Prone, lithotomy, or
Trendelenburg positions are disadvantageous, especially in obese
patients. Right upper lobe collapse secondary to partial right main
stem intubation is a frequently overlooked cause. During one-lung
anesthesia, the weight of unsupported mediastinal contents, pressure from abdominal contents on the dependent diaphragm, and
lung compression all reduce dependent lung volume. Gravity and
lymphatic obstruction promote interstitial luid accumulation
⋅ ⋅
and further V/Q mismatching. This “down lung syndrome” may
appear as unilateral pulmonary edema on the chest ilm.
Postoperatively, acute pulmonary edema from overhydration,
ventricular dysfunction, airway obstruction, or increased capillary permeability (e.g., including transfusion-related acute lung
injury, drug reactions) leads to hypoxemia by interfering with
⋅ ⋅
both V/Q matching and diffusion of oxygen. Strong inspiratory
efforts against an obstructed airway decrease FRC and promote
negative-pressure pulmonary edema. Small airway occlusion
from compression, retained secretions, or aspiration leads to distal hypoventilation and hypoxemia, as does main stem intubation. Pneumothorax or hemothorax also reduce lung volume.
Conservative measures that restore lung volume often
improve oxygenation. If possible, patients should recover in a

semisitting or reverse Trendelenberg position to reduce abdominal pressure on the diaphragms. Pain with ventilation encourages
shallow breathing, so analgesia helps maintain FRC, especially
with upper abdominal or chest wall incisions. Deep ventilation,
cough, chest physiotherapy, and incentive spirometry seem to
help expand FRC, mobilize secretions, and accustom a patient
to incisional discomfort, but actual eficacy is debated.51,52 For
serious postoperative reduction of FRC, positive pressure is
effective. CPAP (5 to 7 cm H2O) or bilevel can be delivered by
face mask for several hours until factors promoting loss of lung
volume resolve. If hypoxemia is severe or patient acceptance of
CPAP or the often more tolerable bilevel mask is poor, tracheal
intubation is usually required. Intubation for delivery of noninvasive ventilation does not mandate positive-pressure ventilation. Ventilatory requirements should be assessed independently,
considering Paco2, arterial pH, and work of breathing. Usually,
5 to 10 cm H2O of CPAP or PEEP improves Pao2 without risking
hypotension, increased intracranial pressure, or barotrauma. If
Pao2 does not improve, one must re-evaluate the etiology. An
occasional patient with ARDS or pulmonary contusion might
require expiratory pressures in excess of 10 cm H2O for improved
oxygenation.
Tracheal intubation eliminates normal expiratory resistance
and the “physiologic PEEP” (2 to 5 cm H2O) that helps maintain
lung volume during spontaneous ventilation. Exposing an intubated trachea to ambient pressure may cause a gradual reduction in FRC. Healthy, slender patients will often tolerate short
periods of intubation without positive pressure, but generally it
is prudent to use 5 cm H2O CPAP for intubated postoperative
patients.

Distribution of Perfusion
Poor distribution of pulmonary blood low also interferes with
⋅ ⋅
V/Q matching and oxygenation. Flow distribution is primarily
determined by hydrodynamic factors (PA and venous pressures, vascular resistance), which are affected by gravity, airway
pressure, lung volume, and cardiac dynamics. Flow distribution
is modulated by hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV),
which diverts low from air spaces that exhibit low Pao2. In
postoperative patients, position affects oxygenation if gravity
forces blood low to areas with reduced ventilation. For example, placing a poorly ventilated lung in a dependent position
can reduce Pao2. Postoperative changes in PA pressure, airway pressure, and lung volume also have complex effects on
⋅ ⋅
blood low distribution that can adversely affect V/Q matching.
Residual inhalation anesthetics, vasodilators, and sympathomimetics directly affect vascular tone and HPV, partially explaining larger alveolar–arterial oxygen gradients after general anesthesia. (Changes in distribution of ventilation also contribute.)
⋅ ⋅
Patients with liver cirrhosis exhibit poor V/Q matching caused
by small arteriovenous shunts that form throughout their
lungs. Circulating endotoxin impairs HPV, contributing to
hypoxemia in septic patients.
⋅ ⋅
In the PACU, few interventions are useful to improve V/Q
matching by changing the distributions pulmonary blood low.
Maintain PA and airway pressures within an acceptable range.
When possible, avoid placing an atelectatic or diseased lung in
a dependent position. Placing poorly ventilated parenchyma in a
⋅ ⋅
nondependent position could improve V/Q matching, but positioning a diseased lung in an “up” position may promote drainage of purulent material into the unaffected lung. Avoiding vasodilatory medications may improve Pao2 but beneits from the
medication usually outweigh drawbacks of impaired HPV.
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Postoperative hypoxemia is occasionally caused by a global reduction of Pao2, usually from inadequate ventilation, and marked
increase in Paco2 (see the alveolar gas equation in Chapter 11).
Hypoventilation must be severe to cause hypoxemia based on the
alveolar gas equation. Complete apnea or airway obstruction by
a foreign body, soft-tissue edema, or laryngospasm as well as very
high small airway resistance all lead to rapid depletion of alveolar
oxygen, and precludes effective ventilation. If cessation of ventilation does occur, the rate of Pao2 decline varies with age, body
habitus, degree of underlying illness, and initial Pao243 (Fig. 54-3).
8 Hypoxemia might also occur if opioids or residual anesthetic levels severely depress ventilatory drives. Partial airway obstruction
does not usually reduce Pao2, especially when patients are receiving supplemental oxygen. Increasing the oxygen content of the
FRC with supplemental oxygen safeguards against hypoxemia
from hypoventilation or airway obstruction, and eliminates the
use of the pulse oximeter as a monitor of hypoventilation. Rarely,
excessive concentrations of other gases reduce Pao2. After general
anesthesia, rapid outpouring of nitrous oxide displaces alveolar
gas and can lower Pao2 if a patient is hypoventilating or breathing ambient air, but this “diffusion hypoxia” would usually occur
before PACU admission. Volume displacement of oxygen could
also occur during severe hypercarbia in a patient breathing ambient air, although acidemia is often a greater problem.
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FIGURE 54-3. SpO2 versus postanesthesia care unit time in patients
spontaneously breathing room air after general anesthesia (group 1, 0 to
1 year of age; group 2, 1 to 3 years; group 3, 3 to 14 years; group 4, 14
to 58 years). (Reprinted from: Xue FS, Huang YG, Tong SY, et al. A comparative study of early postoperative hypoxemia in infants, children, and
adults undergoing elective plastic surgery. Anesth Analg. 1996;83:709,
with permission.)

Mixed venous partial pressure of oxygen (Pv–o2) is affected by arterial oxygen content, cardiac output, distribution of peripheral
blood low, and tissue oxygen extraction. If arterial oxygen content
decreases or tissue extraction increases, Pv–o2 falls. The lower the
⋅ ⋅
Pv-o2 in blood that is shunted or lows through low V/Q units,
the greater the reduction of Pao2. Blood with a low Pv–o2 also
extracts larger volumes of oxygen from alveolar gas, amplifying the effect of hypoventilation or airway obstruction on Pao2.
Very low Pv–o2 increases the risk of resorption atelectasis in poorly
ventilated alveoli. In postoperative patients, shivering, infection,
and hypermetabolism lower Pv–o2 by increasing peripheral oxygen extraction. Low cardiac output and hypotension also lower
Pv–o2 by decreasing tissue oxygen delivery. Supplemental oxygen
reduces the impact of low Pv–o2 on alveolar oxygen extraction and
on arterial oxygenation.

Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a syndrome in which patients
exhibit a period of partial or complete obstruction of the upper
airway. This obstruction in turn interrupts sleep patterns, resulting in daytime hypersomnolence, decreased ability to concentrate, increased irritability, as well as aggressive and distractible
behavior in children. The airway obstruction may cause episodic
oxygen desaturation, hypercarbia, and possibly lead to cardiac
dysfunction. It is estimated that 9% of women and 24% of men
in the United States show disordered breathing while asleep, and
2% of women and 4% of men show overt symptoms of OSA.53
These numbers are likely to increase as the population ages and
become increasingly obese. In May 2003, the ASA Task Force on
Perioperative Management of Patients with Obstructive Sleep
Apnea issued guidelines based on the ASA scoring system for
OSA and classifying patients as having mild, moderate, or severe
OSA based on the apnea–hypopnea index.54
The perioperative management of the OSA patient must start
preoperatively with a well-planned anesthetic taking into account
the type, location, and recovery of surgery. Postoperative management concerns include analgesia, oxygenation, patient positioning, and monitoring. Regional anesthesia with minimal sedation
is best for recovery versus increased use of opioids. Supplemental
oxygen should be used immediately postoperatively. Patients who
use CPAP or noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation should
continue to use these therapies. Positioning should be used to
minimize the patients’ ability to obstruct the airway, which can
be limited based on the type of surgery. Adult OSA patients show
improvement in apnea–hypopnea index scores while in lateral,
prone, and sitting positions compared with supine. With regard to
monitoring, there is agreement among the consultants on the task
force that pulse oximetry should be used until the patients’ oxygen
saturation remains above 90% on room air while sleeping. The
use of telemetry for monitoring pulse oximetry, ECG, or ventilation can be beneicial in reducing adverse postoperative events and
should be used on a patient need basis. With increasing studies
in the area of OSA, the increased standardization of information
regarding this patient population will lead to greater evidencebased treatment and supported clinical care.

Anemia
Preoperative hematocrit and intraoperative hemorrhage determine a patient’s red cell mass and oxygen-carrying capacity after
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surgery. Reduction of hematocrit caused by dilution has less
adenotonsillar hypertrophy. Hypoxemia occurs frequently after
impact. The hematocrit at which oxygen delivery becomes insufregional anesthesia.24
icient to match tissue needs varies with cardiac reserve, oxygen
Supplemental oxygen should be administered only to patients
consumption, hemoglobin dissociation, Pao2, and blood low
at high risk of hypoxemia or with low SpO2 readings (Table 54-3).
distribution. The actual level at which shock, lack of tissue oxyHowever, some recommend supplemental oxygen be adminisgen delivery, occurs is known as the critical DO2 level. For anitered in the PACU during initial recovery and perhaps during
mals and humans who have normal myocardial function and are
transport to the PACU.7 Supplemental oxygen does not address
euvolemic, critical DO2 requires at least 3 to 3.5 g/dL hemoglobin
underlying causes of hypoxemia in postoperative patients, its use
concentration. Of course, a hemoglobin concentration this low
does not guarantee that hypoxemia will not occur, and it is likely
may not be an appropriate transfusion trigger. However, it does
to mask hypoventilation.58 Although oxygen might cause minor
illustrate the large excess of hemoglobin available to meet metamucosal drying, routine humidiication is of little beneit unless
bolic O2 demands. Each patient has a minimum hematocrit below
intubation bypasses natural humidiication. Oxygen apparatus
which tissues use ineficient anaerobic metabolism, generating a
can increase the risk of corneal abrasion during emergence.
lactic acidemia. Patients with vascular disease are at increased risk
of vital organ ischemia as hematocrit falls. Work from the ASA
Perioperative Aspiration
and the cardiac anesthesia/surgery societies (Society of Thoracic 2
Surgeons and Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists) have
During anesthesia, depression of airway relexes places patients
published guidelines for transfusion and blood management. It
at risk for intraoperative pulmonary aspiration that may maniis well accepted now that patients who are stable, not bleeding,
fest in the PACU, or for aspiration during recovery. Pulmonary
and euvolemic can tolerate a hemoglobin of 6 g/dL. Transfusion
morbidity from perioperative aspiration varies with the type and
may be of some beneit between 6 and 8 g/dL and it is rarely of
volume of the aspirate. Although aspiration of gastric contents is
use above 10 g/dL. Furthermore, transfusion of red cells to assist
most widely feared, surgical patients also experience other aspirain weaning a patient from the ventilator has been shown to make
tion syndromes.
the weaning process prolonged and/or make it far more dificult
Aspiration of clear oral secretions during induction, facemask
to remove the patient from the ventilator.
ventilation, or emergence is common and usually insigniicant.
Cough, mild tracheal irritation, or transient laryngospasm are
Supplemental Oxygen
immediate sequelae, although large-volume aspiration predisposes to infection, small airway obstruction, or pulmonary edema.
The incidence of hypoxemia in postoperative patients is high.
Aspiration of blood secondary to trauma, epistaxis, or airway surIn PACU patients placed on room air, 30% of patients younger
gery generates marked changes on the chest radiograph that are
than 1 year of age, 20% aged 1 to 3 years, 14% aged 3 to 14 years,
out of proportion with clinical signs. Aspirated “sterile” blood
and 7.8% of adults had hemoglobin saturations fall below 90%,
causes minor airway obstruction but is rapidly cleared by mucowith many falling below 85%55 (Fig. 54-3). Clinical observation
ciliary transport, resorption, and phagocytosis. Massive blood
and assessment of cognitive function do not accurately screen for
aspiration or aspiration of clots obstructs airways, interferes with
hypoxemia, so monitoring with oximetry is essential throughoxygenation, and leads to ibrinous changes in air spaces and to
out the PACU admission.56 One cannot predict which patients
pulmonary hemochromatosis from iron accumulation in phagowill become hypoxemic or when hypoxemia will occur. Patients
cytic cells. Secondary infection is a threat, especially if tissue or
with lung disease or obesity, those recovering from thoracic or
purulent matter is also aspirated.
upper abdominal procedures, and those with preoperative hypoxAspiration of food, small objects, pieces of teeth, or dental appliemia are at increased risk.57 Postoperative hypoxemia occurs in
ances causes persistent cough, diffuse relex bronchospasm, airway
children, especially those with respiratory infections or chronic
obstruction with distal atelectasis, or pneumonia. Complications
are often localized and treated with antibiotics and supportive care
once the foreign matter is expelled or removed. Secondary thermal, chemical, or traumatic airway injury from aspirated objects
TABLE 54-3. Common oXYGen deLiVerY
can occur. Of course, complete upper airway or tracheal obstrucsYstems With CorreLatinG
tion by an aspirated object is a life-threatening emergency.
Aspiration of acidic gastric contents during vomiting or reguro2 fLoW rates to deLiVered fIO2
gitation causes chemical pneumonitis characterized initially by
ranGes
diffuse bronchospasm, hypoxemia, and atelectasis.59 The morbidity increases directly with volume and inversely with the pH
O2 Flow Rate
of the acidic aspirate. Aspiration of partially digested food wors(L/min)
FIO2
System
ens and prolongs pneumonitis, especially if vegetable matter is
Nasal cannula
1
0.21–0.24
present. Food particles mechanically obstruct airways and are a
2
0.23–0.28
nidus for secondary bacterial infection. In serious cases, epithelial
3
0.27–0.32
degeneration, interstitial and alveolar edema, and hemorrhage
into air spaces rapidly progress to ARDS with high-permeability
4
0.31–0.36
pulmonary edema. Destruction of pneumocytes, decreased sur5
0.35–0.40
factant activity, hyaline membrane formation, and emphysema6
0.39–0.44
⋅ ⋅
tous changes can follow, leading to V/Q mismatching and reduced
Simple mask
5
0.30–0.40
compliance.
Destruction
of
microvasculature
increases pulmo8
0.40–0.60
nary vascular resistance and dead space ventilation.
Partial rebreathing
10
0.50–0.65
The incidence of serious aspiration is relatively low in PACU
mask
patients, but the risk is still signiicant. Frequency of postoperaNonrebreathing mask
10–15
0.60–near 1
tive vomiting remains high, especially if gas has accumulated in
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the stomach. Protective airway relexes such as cough, swallowoutpatient follow-up can be done, assuming hypoxemia, cough,
ing, and laryngospasm are suppressed by depressant medicawheezing, or radiographic abnormalities do not appear within
tions such as inhalation anesthetics, barbiturates, and opiates, so
4 to 6 hours. The patient should receive explicit instructions to
observe carefully patients with decreased levels of consciousness.
contact a medical facility at the irst appearance of malaise, fever,
Persisting effects of laryngeal nerve blocks or topical local anescough, chest pain, or other symptoms of pneumonitis. If likelithetics used to reduce airway irritability decrease postoperative
hood of aspiration is high, the patient should be admitted to the
airway protection, as does residual sedation. Relexes are also
hospital. Observation includes serial temperature checks, white
impaired by residual neuromuscular paralysis.46,60 Patients can
blood cell counts with differential, chest radiograph, and blood
gas determination. Chest physiotherapy, incentive spirometry,
sustain airway patency and spontaneous ventilation, pass a head
and restarting medications for pre-existing pulmonary condilift test, have a tactile train-of-four T4/T1 ratio >0.7, and still have
⋅ ⋅
tions minimize the loss of lung volume, V/Q mismatching, and
impaired airway relexes from residual paralysis. The T4/T1 ratio
60
infection. Fluffy iniltrates may appear on the chest radiograph
should exceed 0.9 before relexes are completely competent.
any time within 24 hours. Hypoxemia might develop quickly or
Risk of aspiration also increases if reversal is omitted. Hypotenevolve insidiously as injury progresses, so frequent pulse oximetry
sion, hypoxemia, or acidemia cause both emesis and obtundamonitoring is important.
tion, increasing aspiration risk.
If hypoxemia, increased airway resistance, consolidation,
Preventing aspiration is critical because effective therapy is
or pulmonary edema evolves, the patient should be supported
limited.61 For patients at high risk, preoperative administration
with supplemental oxygen, PEEP, or CPAP. Mechanical ventilaof nonparticulate antacids such as sodium citrate increases the
tion may be necessary. Steroids yield no improvement and may
pH of gastric luid without excessively increasing volume. Avoid
increase the risk of bacterial super infection. Bacterial infection
particulate antacids. Histamine type 2 receptor blockers such as
does not always follow aspiration, so prophylactic antibiotics
famotidine or ranitidine reduce the volume and increase the pH
merely promote colonization by resistant organisms. If bacterial
of gastric secretions. Metoclopramide increases gastroesophageal
infection is apparent, institute antibiotic therapy based on culture
sphincter tone and accelerates gastric emptying. Inserting a nasoresults. If cultures are equivocal, use broad-spectrum antibiotics
gastric tube is often ineffective to remove particulate matter and
with coverage for gram-negative rods and anaerobes, including
interferes with gastroesophageal sphincter integrity.
Bacteroides fragilis. Overall therapy is similar to that for ARDS.
In the PACU, vigilance against aspiration is important. TrenPulmonary edema from increased capillary permeability should
delenburg position might promote regurgitation but aids in airnot be treated with diuretics unless high illing pressures or hyperway clearance if regurgitation or vomiting occurs. Head elevation
volemia exist.
in unconscious patients should be avoided because it creates a
gravitational gradient from pharynx to lung. High-risk patients
should not have the trachea extubated until airway relexes are
POSTOPERATIVE RENAL
restored. That being said, even though a patient is awake and
able to follow commands he or she may well still have depressed
COMPLICATIONS
gag relex for some considerable number of hours after surgery/
anesthesia. The introduction of opioids and other sedatives may
well turn a situation of relatively good airway protection into one
Ability to Void
of potential aspiration. Aspiration of acidic luid can still occur
around an inlated tracheal tube cuff, so frequently monitor the 9 The ability to void should be assessed because opioids and autoupper airway for secretions or vomitus. One should avoid cuff
nomic side effects of regional anesthesia interfere with sphincter
delation until extubation because the rigid tube impairs larynrelaxation and promote urine retention. Urinary retention is comgospasm, swallowing, and other protective relexes. The pharynx
mon after urologic, inguinal, and genital surgery, and retention
should use suction completely and the trachea extubated at end
frequently delays discharge.4 Observation after these surgeries is
inspiration with positive airway pressure to promote expulsion
needed to determine if inability to urinate is a possible surgical
of material trapped below the cords but above the inlated cuff.
complication. Neither the patient nor staff can accurately estimate
Observation is essential after extubation because airway relexes
bladder volume through sensation or palpation. An ultrasonic
might be temporarily impaired. Anatomic distortion in the airbladder scan helps assess bladder volume before discharge and
way from soft-tissue trauma or surgical intervention interferes
avoid the archaic practice of routine “straight catheterization.”
with airway protection. Mandibular ixation makes expulsion
It is reasonable to discharge selected ambulatory patients from
of vomitus, blood, or secretions dificult, so have equipment for
the facility and inpatients to a loor before they void.7,62,63 When
release of mandibular ixation available and ensure that patients
inpatients are transferred prior to voiding, ensure that urination
demonstrate cognitive and physical ability to clear the airway
can be monitored to avoid complications from urinary retenbefore the trachea is extubated.
tion. Give ambulatory patients who are discharged without voidDiscovery of gastric secretions in the pharynx mandates
ing a speciic time interval in which to void (i.e., 10 to 12 hours
immediate lateral head positioning (assuming cervical spine
after discharge). If retention persists, the patient must contact a
integrity) and suction of the airway. If airway relexes are comhealthcare facility. High return rates after urologic procedures are
promised, tracheal intubation is often appropriate. After intubarelated to urinary retention.64
tion, the trachea is suctioned through the tracheal tube before
positive-pressure ventilation; this avoids widely disseminating
aspirated material into distal airways. Instillation of saline or
Renal Tubular Function
alkalotic solutions is not recommended. Assessing the pH of tracheal aspirate is useless because buffering is immediate. CheckAnalysis of urine yields information about postoperative renal
ing pharyngeal aspirate pH is more accurate but of little practical
tubular function. Urine color is not useful for assessing concenvalue. Suspicion that aspiration has occurred mandates 24 to 48
trating ability, but it does assist recognition of hematuria, hemohours of monitoring for development of aspiration pneumonitis.
globinuria, or pyuria. Urine osmolarity (relecting the number of
If the likelihood of aspiration is small in an ambulatory patient,
particles in solution) is a more reliable index of tubular function
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than speciic gravity, which is affected by molecular weight of solutes. An osmolarity >450 mOsm/L indicates intact tubular concentrating ability. A urine sodium concentration far below or a potassium concentration above serum concentrations also indicates
tubular viability, as does acidiication or alkalinization of urine.
Osmolarity, electrolyte, and pH values close to those in serum may
indicate poor tubular function or acute tubular necrosis.
Inorganic luoride released during metabolism of certain
inhalation anesthetics can cause a transient reduction of tubular
concentrating ability after long anesthetics. Higher luoride levels
cause renal tubular necrosis. Interaction of sevolurane with dry
carbon dioxide absorbents (often found in irst cases or peripheral locations) generates compound A, vinyl ether that degrades
to release inorganic luoride. Although transient impairment of
protein retention and concentrating ability may occur, use of
sevolurane does not seriously affect renal function.

Oliguria
Oliguria (≤0.5 mL/kg/hr) occurs frequently during recovery and
usually relects an appropriate renal response to hypovolemia.
The stress response of surgery also increases antidiuretic hormone
(ADH), which can lead to decreased urine output. However,
decreased urine output might indicate abnormal renal function.
The acceptable degree and duration of oliguria vary with baseline
renal status, the surgical procedure, and the anticipated postoperative course. In patients without catheters, one should assess
interval since last voiding, and bladder volume to help differentiate oliguria from inability to void. One should check indwelling
urinary catheters for kinking, for obstruction by blood clots or
debris, and for the catheter tip being positioned above the urinary
level in the bladder, and aggressively evaluate oliguria if intraoperative events could jeopardize renal function (e.g., aortic crossclamping, severe hypotension, possible ureteral ligature, massive
transfusion). Systemic blood pressure must be adequate for renal
perfusion, based on preoperative pressures. Administration of
desmopressin for hematologic purposes seldom affects postoperative urinary output. After urine is sent for electrolyte and osmolarity determinations, a 300 to 500 mL intravenous crystalloid
bolus helps assess whether oliguria represents a renal response to
hypovolemia. If output does not improve, consider a larger bolus
or a diagnostic trial of furosemide, 5 mg intravenously. Furosemide increases urine output if oliguria relects tubular resorption
of luid. Patients receiving chronic diuretic therapy might require
a diuretic effect to maintain postoperative urine output.
Persistence of oliguria despite hydration, adequate perfusion
pressure, and a furosemide challenge increases the likelihood of
acute tubular necrosis, ureteral obstruction, renal artery or vein
occlusion, or inappropriate ADH secretion. Cystoscopy, intravenous pyelography, angiography, or radionuclide scanning
may help clarify renal status. Osmotic or loop diuretics may be
useful to attenuate renal damage. The use of low-dose dopamine or dobutamine has not proven to improve renal function.
Fenoldopam used perioperatively has shown to reduce the risk of
acute kidney injury for select high-risk cardiac surgical patients.65
Consultation with a nephrologist is prudent.

Polyuria
Relying on high postoperative urinary output to gauge intravascular volume status or renal viability can be misleading. Profuse urine
output often relects generous intraoperative luid administration,
but osmotic diuresis caused by hyperglycemia and glycosuria

is another common cause, particularly if glucose-containing crystalloid solutions are infusing. Polyuria might also relect intraoperative diuretic administration. However, sustained polyuria (4 to
5 mL/kg/hr) can indicate abnormal regulation of water clearance
or high-output renal failure, especially if urinary losses compromise intravascular volume and systemic blood pressure. Diabetes
insipidus occurs secondary to intracranial surgery, pituitary ablation, head trauma, or increased intracranial pressure. A urine speciic gravity of ≤1.005 and a urine osmolality <200 mOsm/kg are
the hallmark of diabetes insipidus. A random plasma osmolality is
generally >285 mOsm/kg. Diagnostic or therapeutic administration of vasopressin is useful.

METABOLIC COMPLICATIONS
Postoperative Acid–Base Disorders
Categorization of postoperative acid–base abnormalities into
primary and compensatory disorders is dificult because rapidly
changing pathophysiology can often generate multiple primary
disorders.

Respiratory Acidemia
Respiratory acidemia is frequently encountered in PACU patients
because anesthetics, opioids, and sedatives promote hypoventilation by depressing CNS sensitivity to pH and Paco2. In awake,
spontaneously breathing patients with adequate analgesia, hypercarbia and acidemia are usually mild (Paco2 45 to 50 mm Hg,
pH 7.36 to 7.32). Deeply sedated patients exhibit more profound acidemia unless supplemental ventilation is administered.
Patients with residual neuromuscular paralysis, increased airway
resistance, or decreased pulmonary compliance might not sustain
adequate ventilation despite an intact CNS drive, especially if CO2
production is elevated by fever, shivering, or hyperalimentation.
The kidneys require hours to generate a compensatory metabolic
alkalosis, so compensation for acute postoperative respiratory
acidemia is limited.
Symptoms of respiratory acidemia include agitation, confusion, ventilatory dissatisfaction, and tachypnea. Sympathetic nervous system response to low pH causes hypertension, tachycardia,
and dysrhythmias. Respiratory acidemia caused by CNS depression often produces less intense signs of sympathetic nervous
system activity. In patients with head injury, intracranial tumors,
or cerebral edema, respiratory acidemia increases cerebral blood
low and intracranial pressure. At very low pH, catecholamines
cannot interact with adrenergic receptors, so heart rate and blood
pressure decrease precipitously. Treatment consists of correcting
the imbalance between CO2 production and alveolar ventilation.
Raising the level of consciousness by the judicious reversal of opioids or benzodiazepines improves ventilatory drive. It is important to ensure that the patient does not have increased airway
resistance or residual neuromuscular blockade. If spontaneous
ventilation cannot maintain CO2 excretion, tracheal intubation
and mechanical ventilation are necessary. Reducing CO2 production by controlling fever or shivering may be helpful.

Metabolic Acidemia
Evaluation of acute postoperative metabolic acidemia is relatively
straightforward (Table 54-4). Occasionally, ketoacidosis occurs
in diabetic patients. During ketoacidosis, serum glucose levels are
elevated and ketones are detectable in blood or urine. Patients
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Normal anion gap acidosis
GI loss of bicarbonate
Diarrhea
Urinary diversion
GI istulas or drains
Renal loss of bicarbonate
Renal tubular acidosis
Renal insuficiency
Recovery phase of ketoacidosis
Increased anion gap acidosis
Ketoacidosis (diabetic, alcoholic, severe cachexia)
Lactic acidosis (seizures, neuroleptic malignant syndrome,
MH, severe asthma, pheochromocytoma, cardiogenic
shock, hypovolemia, severe anemia, regional ischemia,
sepsis, hypoglycemia)
Respiratory acidosis
GI, gastrointestinal; MH, malignant hyperthermia.

hyperventilation include sepsis, cerebrovascular accident, or paradoxic CNS acidosis (an imbalance of bicarbonate concentration
across the blood–brain barrier caused by prolonged hyperventilation). Acute respiratory alkalemia can generate confusion, dizziness, atrial dysrhythmias, and abnormal cardiac conduction.
Alkalemia decreases cerebral blood low, causing hypoperfusion
and even stroke in patients with cerebrovascular disease. If the
alkalemia is severe, reduced serum ionized calcium concentration
precipitates muscle fasciculation or hypocalcemic tetany. Very
high pH depresses cardiovascular, CNS, and catecholamine receptor functions. Metabolic compensation for acute respiratory alkalemia is limited because time constants for bicarbonate excretion
are large. Treatment necessitates reducing alveolar ventilation,
usually by administering analgesics and sedatives for pain and
anxiety. Rebreathing of CO2 has little application in the PACU.

Metabolic Alkalemia
Metabolic alkalemia is rare in PACU patients unless vomiting,
gastric suctioning, dehydration, alkaline ingestion, or potassiumwasting diuretics caused an alkalemia that existed before surgery.
Excessive intraoperative bicarbonate administration causes postoperative metabolic alkalemia, but alkalemia from metabolism of
lactate or citrate usually does not appear within the irst 24 hours.
Respiratory compensation through retention of CO2 is rapid but
limited because hypoventilation eventually causes hypoxemia.
Hydration and correction of hypochloremia and hypokalemia
allow the kidney to excrete excess bicarbonate.

with renal failure or renal tubular acidosis usually exhibit a preoperative metabolic acidemia. Large volumes of saline infusions
during surgery can generate a mild hyperchloremic, metabolic
acidemia, but use of lactated Ringer solution avoids this problem.66 Rarely, a patient manifests acidemia from toxic ingestion
Glucose Disorders and Control
of aspirin or methanol. Once these unusual causes are excluded,
postoperative metabolic acidemia almost always represents lactic acidemia secondary to insuficient delivery or utilization of 10 Adequate glucose control has been recommended to reduce morbidity in a variety of postsurgical patients. The control of glucose
oxygen in peripheral tissues. Peripheral hypoperfusion is often
in diabetic and nondiabetic patients has shown to reduce complicaused by low cardiac output (hypovolemia, cardiac failure,
cations and hospital length of stay and improve patient outcomes.
dysrhythmia) or peripheral vasodilation (sepsis, catecholamine
However, the potential for hypoglycemia and coma should not
depletion, sympathectomy). Arteriolar constriction from hypobe discounted. Insulin therapy should be based on serum glucose
thermia or pressor administration reduces tissue perfusion and
levels and requires careful and timely monitoring of blood gluinduces abnormal blood low distribution. Hypoxemia, severe
cose levels to avoid hypoglycemia. This plan includes clear and
anemia, impaired hemoglobin dissociation, CO poisoning, and
concise hand off of information when patients care is transferred.
inability to use oxygen in the mitochondria (cyanide or arsenic
Urine glucose measurements should be reserved to assess osmotic
poisoning) also generate lactic acidemia.
diuresis and estimate renal transport thresholds by comparison
A spontaneously breathing patient will increase minute venwith serum levels.
tilation in response to metabolic acidemia and quickly generate
a respiratory alkalosis to compensate for metabolic acidemia.
However, general anesthetics and analgesics suppress this ventilaHyperglycemia
tory response. The sympathetic response to acute postoperative
Glucose infusions and stress responses commonly elevate serum
metabolic acidemia is often milder than the response to respiglucose levels after surgery. For most patients during anesthesia,
ratory acidemia because hydrogen and bicarbonate ions cross
glucose should not be included in maintenance intravenous soluthe blood–brain barrier with more dificulty than CO2. Treattions. Moderate postoperative hyperglycemia (150 to 250 mg/dL)
ment consists of resolving the condition causing accumulation of
resolves spontaneously and has little adverse effect in the nondiametabolic acid. For example, ketoacidosis is treated with intravebetic patient. Higher glucose levels cause glycosuria with osmotic
nous potassium, insulin, and glucose. Improving cardiac output
diuresis and interfere with serum electrolyte determinations.
or systemic blood pressure will reduce lactic acid production, as
Severe hyperglycemia increases serum osmolality to a point that
will rewarming. If conditions causing lactate accumulation are
cerebral disequilibrium and hyperosmolar coma occur. Type I
improved and acidemia is mild, renal excretion of hydrogen ions
diabetic patients are at risk for ketoacidosis. Potassium replacewill restore normal pH. For severe or progressive acidemia, intrament and serial blood glucose determinations are essential.
venous bicarbonate or calcium gluconate helps restore pH.

Respiratory Alkalemia

Hypoglycemia

Pain or anxiety during emergence causes hyperventilation and
acute respiratory alkalemia. Excessive mechanical ventilation also
generates respiratory alkalemia, especially if hypothermia or paralysis has decreased CO2 production. Pathologic causes of “central”

Hypoglycemia in the PACU can be caused by endogenous insulin
secretion or by excessive or inadvertent insulin administration.
Serious postoperative hypoglycemia is rare and easily treated with
intravenous 50% dextrose followed by glucose infusion. Either
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sedation or excessive sympathetic nervous system activity masks
signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia after anesthesia. Diabetic
patients and especially patients who have received insulin therapy intraoperatively must have serum glucose levels measured to
avoid the serious problems related to hypoglycemia. Extreme care
with documenting and reporting the use of insulin is paramount
to provide safe and appropriate care.

Electrolyte Disorders
Hyponatremia
Postoperative hyponatremia occurs if free water is infused intravenously during surgery or if sodium-free irrigating solution is
absorbed during transurethral prostatic resection or hysteroscopy. Accumulation of serum glycine or its metabolite, ammonia,
might exacerbate symptoms. Free water retention is also caused
by inappropriate ADH secretion, prolonged labor induction with
oxytocin, or respiratory uptake of nebulized droplets. Theoretically, excessive infusion of isotonic saline leads to excretion of
hypertonic urine, desalination, and iatrogenic hyponatremia.
Symptoms of moderate hyponatremia include agitation, disorientation, visual disturbances, and nausea, whereas severe hyponatremia causes unconsciousness, impaired airway relexes, and
CNS irritability that progress to grand mal seizures. Therapy
includes intravenous normal saline and intravenous furosemide
to promote free water excretion. Infusion of hypertonic saline
may be useful for severe hyponatremia, in which diligence not
to increase serum sodium by 0.5 mEq/hr is needed to avoid CNS
lesions or pulmonary edema. Monitor serum sodium concentration and osmolarity.

Calcium and Magnesium
Although underlying parathyroid disease or massive luid replacement reduces total body and ionized calcium, symptomatic hypocalcemia seldom occurs in the PACU. A rare patient might exhibit
upper airway obstruction from hypocalcemia after parathyroid
excision. Reduction of the ionized fraction by acute alkalemia
may cause myocardial conduction and contractility abnormalities, decreased vascular tone, or tetany. Transfusion of blood containing chelating agents (e.g., citrate) rarely causes symptomatic
hypocalcemia. Administration of calcium chloride or calcium gluconate to hypocalcemic patients improves cardiovascular dynamics.
Magnesium plays a key role in restoration of neuromuscular function after surgery and in maintenance of cardiac rhythm
and conduction. Hypermagnesemia is rare because the kidneys
are effective at excreting excessive magnesium. Obstetric patients
who have been receiving magnesium for tocolysis or control of
severe pregnancy-induced hypertension can present postoperatively hyporelexive, and at higher serum levels show prolonged
atrioventricular conduction or complete heart block. Treatment
entails intravenous calcium and diuretics.

MISCELLANEOUS COMPLICATIONS
Incidental Trauma
Each patient admitted to the PACU should be carefully evaluated
for traumatic complications. Discovery of a complication necessitates careful documentation, notiication of physicians responsible for extended care, consultation with specialists, and follow-up.

Hypokalemia

Ocular Injuries and Visual Changes

Postoperative hypokalemia is often inconsequential but might
generate serious dysrhythmias, especially in patients taking
digoxin. A potassium deicit caused by chronic diuretic therapy,
nasogastric suctioning, or vomiting often underlies hypokalemia.
Urinary and hemorrhagic losses, dilution, and insulin therapy
generate acute hypokalemia that worsens during respiratory alkalemia. Excess sympathetic nervous system activity, infusion of
calcium, or β-mimetic medications exacerbates effects of hypokalemia. Adding potassium to peripheral intravenous luids often
restores serum concentration, but concentrated solutions infused
through a central catheter may be necessary. So often practitioners think 10 to 30 mEq of potassium will bring the patient back
to normal. Potassium is an intracellular ion and a plasma potassium deicit is indicative of a far greater intracellular deicit. It is
the intracellular-to-extracellular ratio that may well be important,
and rapid changes can contribute to as many dysrhythmias as can
mild hypokalemia alone.

Corneal abrasion caused by drying or inadvertent eye contact
during facemask ventilation or intubation is a common intraoperative eye injury. The incidence of this type of injury in a nonophthalmic patient is estimated to be between 0.034% and 0.17%,
with the higher incidence related to prone or lateral positioning.67
Corneal injury can occur during emergence in the PACU from
patients rubbing their eyes, if a rigid oxygen face mask rides up
on the eye, or if the eye is rubbed with a pulse oximeter probe
and from eye make-up (particularly mascara) being rubbed in
the eyes. Abrasions cause tearing, decreased visual acuity, pain,
and photophobia. Fluorescein staining aids diagnosis. Abrasions usually heal spontaneously within 72 hours without scarring, but severe injury can cause cataract formation and impair
vision. There is no standard treatment for corneal abrasions, but
symptomatic treatment includes artiicial tears, topical antibiotics, topical analgesics, and eye closure.
Visual acuity is often impaired after anesthesia. Autonomic
side effects of medications impair accommodation, and residual
ocular lubricant clouds vision. Impairment of retinal perfusion
by ocular compression generates postoperative visual disturbances ranging from loss of acuity to permanent blindness.68,69
Ischemic optic atrophy can also occur in the absence of external
compression.70 Risk of blindness is higher after long procedures
in the prone position, as well as in patients with vascular disease,
pre-existing hypertension, diabetes, and sickle cell anemia. A
signiicant percentage of postoperative patients suffer deicits in
acuity unrelated to ocular trauma, some of whom require permanent refractive adjustment.71 Anesthesiologists should be alert
for visual impairment and check acuity when assessing patients at
higher risk for ischemic optic atrophy.

Hyperkalemia
A high serum potassium level raises the suspicion of spurious
hyperkalemia from a hemolyzed specimen or from sampling near
an intravenous catheter containing potassium or banked blood.
Postoperative hyperkalemia occurs after excessive potassium
infusion or in patients with renal failure or malignant hyperthermia. Acute acidemia exacerbates hyperkalemia. Treatment
with intravenous insulin and glucose acutely lowers potassium,
whereas intravenous calcium counters myocardial effects. Hemodialysis may be necessary for very high potassium levels or symptomatic patients.
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Hearing impairment after anesthesia and surgery is relatively
common.72 Although impairment is often subclinical, patients
sometimes experience decreased auditory acuity, tinnitus, or
roaring. Incidence of detectable hearing impairment is particularly high after dural puncture for spinal anesthesia (8% to
16%), and varies with needle size, needle type, and patient age.
Impairment can be unilateral or bilateral and usually resolves
spontaneously. Hearing loss also occurs after general anesthesia
for both noncardiac and cardiac surgeries, and is often related to
disruption of the round window or tympanic membrane rupture.
Eustachian tube inlammation and otitis secondary to endotracheal intubation can also impact hearing.

Oral, Pharyngeal, and laryngeal Injuries
Laryngoscope blades, surgical instruments, rigid oral airways,
and dentition can all cause trauma of oral soft tissues. Lip,
tongue, or gum abrasions are treated with an ice pack and analgesia. Penetrating injuries caused by tissue entrapment between
teeth and rigid devices may require topical antibiotics. After a
traumatic tracheal intubation, hematoma or edema might cause
partial upper airway obstruction. Nebulized racemic epinephrine
often improves stridor more quickly than steroids. Dental damage can occur during airway manipulations or during emergence
if a patient bites on a rigid oral airway or forcefully clenches
his or her teeth. Document tooth or dental appliance damage,
obtain a dental consultation, and observe for signs of foreign
body aspiration.73
Sore throat and hoarseness after tracheal intubation occur
in 20% to 50% of patients, depending on the degree of trauma
during laryngoscopy and oropharyngeal suctioning, the duration
of intubation, and the type of endotracheal tube. Mucosal irritation also presents as an unquenchable dryness in mouth and
throat. The use of local anesthetic ointments to lubricate endotracheal tubes may cause additional mucosal irritation. Topical
viscous lidocaine attenuates irritation from nasogastric tubes
but may increase risk of aspiration during recovery. In children,
the severity of postextubation laryngeal edema or tracheitis varies with age, intubation duration, and degree of trauma or tube
movement. Most recover with cool mist therapy, but nebulized
racemic epinephrine and dexamethasone may be needed in more
severe cases. Laryngoscopy and intubation can also cause hypoglossal, lingual, or recurrent laryngeal nerve damage, vocal cord
evulsion, desquamation of laryngeal or tracheal mucosa, edema
or ulceration, and tracheal perforation. Postoperative sore throat
and dysphagia also occurs without intubation, related to the use
of laryngeal mask airways,74 oral airways, trauma from suctioning, or drying from unhumidiied gases. Neck and jaw soreness is
commonly seen after facemask anesthetics.

subtle positioning problems, pre-existing impairment, or sensitivity of the nerve to ischemia.77 Every complaint of nonsurgical pain, numbness, or weakness from a postoperative patient
should be carefully evaluated. In the event of neuropathic weakness, electromyographic studies may determine the location of
the lesion and possible reversibility of the nerve deicit. Sensory neuropathies rarely last longer than 5 days and should be
referred to a neurologist if the deicit exceeds this time or if it
progresses.78
Postdural puncture headache may irst occur in the PACU,
although most appear within 24 to 48 hours. Headache is more
frequent after dificult subarachnoid anesthetics with multiple
attempts and after dural puncture during attempted epidural
placement. Subarachnoid air bubbles from loss-of-resistance
testing may contribute. In the PACU, treatment is supportive with hydration, analgesics, and positioning. In severe cases,
early intervention with the deinitive treatment of epidural blood
patch might be considered. Nerve injury secondary to needle
contact or intraneuronal injection during placement of regional
anesthesia is rare but does occur.76,79 In one study, 6.3% of 4,767
patients experienced paresthesia during placement of spinal anesthesia, but only 0.126% had persisting symptoms.80 In the PACU,
patients often complain of pain, focal numbness, residual paresthesia, or dysesthesia. Symptoms are usually transient. Administer analgesia, reassure the patient, document indings, and follow
for the possibility of an evolving neurologic deicit.
During recovery from spinal anesthesia, some patients exhibit
lower extremity discomfort, buttock pain, and other signs of
sacral or lumbar neurologic irritation. This problem is more
common in obese patients, after procedures in lithotomy position, and after spinal anesthesia with 5% lidocaine.79 Symptoms
are transient and treated supportively. Rarely, a patient exhibits
headache and meningeal signs caused by chemical meningitis
after injection of a spinal drug that is contaminated or outside the
acceptable pH range.

Soft-tissue and Joint Injuries
If pressure points are improperly padded, soft-tissue ischemia and
necrosis occur, especially with lateral or prone positioning. Prolonged scalp pressure causes localized alopecia, whereas entrapment of ears, breasts, genitalia, or skin folds causes inlammation
or necrosis. Regional ischemia from major arterial compression is
rare. Thermal, electrical, or chemical burns from cautery equipment, preparatory solutions, or adhesives also occur. Extravasation of intravenous medications or luids can cause sloughing,
localized chemical neuropathy, or compartment syndromes.
Excessive joint or muscle extension leads to postoperative backache, joint pain, stiffness, and even joint instability. After regional
anesthesia, extremities must be properly secured and padded to
prevent nerve injury.

Nerve Injuries
Nerve injuries caused by improper positioning during anesthesia generate serious long-term complications (see Chapter 28).75
Spinal cord injury can be caused by positioning for intubation or
by hematoma accumulation after placement of neuraxial anesthetics. Peripheral nerve compression during general or regional
anesthesia sometimes causes permanent sensory and motor deicits, as do stretch injuries from hyperextension of an extremity.76
Any bruising or skin breakdown noted postoperatively should
prompt evaluation for underlying nerve damage. Many postoperative neuropathies have no identiiable cause. This remark is
particularly true for ulnar neuropathy, which may be related to

Skeletal Muscle Pain
Postoperative muscle pain is caused by many intraoperative factors. Prolonged lack of motion or unusual muscle stretch during positioning often contributes to muscle stiffness and aching.
Postoperative myalgia has been reported to range between 5%
and 83% of patients after the use of succinylcholine,81 while the
pathogenesis of this myalgia remains unclear.79,82 Acute myalgia
also occurs after administration of other relaxants and in patients
receiving no relaxant. Delayed onset muscle fatigue can appear
days after surgery and resolves spontaneously.
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Hypothermia and Shivering
Although intraoperative temperature maintenance is a goal,
patients still exhibit postoperative hypothermia. During anesthesia, heat is redistributed and also is lost by evaporation during skin
preparation, by humidiication of dry gases in the airway, and by
radiation and convection from the skin and wound. Temperature
reduction is accelerated by cold intravenous luids and low ambient temperatures. The thermoregulatory threshold, below which
humans actively regulate body temperature, is decreased during
general anesthesia and is less effective under anesthesia. Ability to maintain body temperature is also compromised because
paralysis and anesthesia impair shivering and thermoregulatory
vasoconstriction, and because nonshivering thermogenesis is
ineffective in adults. Rate of heat loss is similar during general
or regional anesthesia, but rewarming is slower after regional
anesthesia because residual vasodilation and paralysis impede
heat generation and retention. Cachectic, traumatized, or burned
patients experience greater temperature reduction, as do infants
because of a low ratio of body mass-to-surface area.
Hypothermia complicates and prolongs care in the PACU.83
11
Average PACU stay is increased by 40 to 90 minutes for hypothermic patients.84 Postoperative hypothermia increases sympathetic nervous system activity with increased epinephrine and
norepinephrine levels,85 elevates peripheral vascular resistance,
and decreases venous capacitance. Risk of myocardial ischemia86
and dysrhythmia from mechanical myocardial stimulation is
increased. Vasoconstriction interferes with the reliability of pulse
oximetry and intra-arterial pressure monitoring. Hypoperfusion
jeopardizes marginal tissue grafts and promotes tissue hypoxia
and metabolic acidemia. The higher afinity of hemoglobin
compromises oxygen unloading to hypothermic tissues. Platelet
sequestration, decreased platelet function, and reduced clotting
factor function contribute to coagulopathy. Moderate hyperglycemia occurs, cellular immune responses are compromised, and
postoperative infection rates increase.87 A decrease in the minimal alveolar concentration of inhalation anesthetics (5% to 7%
per 1°C cooling) accentuates residual sedation. Low perfusion
and impaired biotransformation might increase the duration of
neuromuscular relaxants and sedatives. Moderate hypothermia
(28° to 32°C) is associated with cardiac dysrhythmias. Severe
hypothermia (≤28°C) interferes with cardiac rhythm generation
and impulse conduction. On ECG, the PR, QRS, or QT intervals
lengthen, and J waves appear. Spontaneous ventricular ibrillation occurs at temperature <28°C.
During emergence, hypothalamic regulation generates shivering to increase endogenous heat production.88 Shivering increases
the risk of incidental trauma, disrupts medical devices, and interferes with ECG and pulse oximetry monitoring. Oxygen consumption and CO2 production can increase 200%. Associated
increases in minute ventilation and cardiac output might precipitate ventilatory failure in patients with limited reserve or myocardial ischemia in those with coronary artery disease.86 Shivering
is accentuated by tremors related to emergence from inhalation
anesthesia. Tremors exhibit clonic and tonic components, and
likely relect decreased cortical inluence on spinal cord relexes.
Restoration of normothermia is an important goal during
recovery. Supplemental oxygen should be instituted and forced-air
warming devices are most useful for treating hypothermia. Intravenous luids and blood should be warmed. For most patients,
shivering from mild-to-moderate hypothermia is uncomfortable
but self-limited, and needs no treatment other than rewarming
and reassurance. Many medications have been recommended to
suppress shivering, but meperidine is most eficacious in con-

junction rewarming.7 Fentanyl has also been used with patients
in whom meperidine is contraindicated. Withholding reversal of
relaxants in ventilated, sedated patients attenuates shivering but
increases rewarming time. If temperature is near normal (>96° to
97°F) and shivering is resolved, transfer from PACU to an inpatient loor or a discharge area is acceptable.
The Surgical Care Improvement Project sponsored by CMS,
The Joint Commission (TJC) and other national partners, is a
program that uses several quality measures to help improve the
safety and outcomes of surgical patients. One of those measures
important to anesthesiologists is maintaining patient’s temperature above 36°C. While this measure really begins with care in the
operating room, the PACU has a 15-minute window beginning
with PACU admission during which patient temperature of at
least 36°C should be recorded. Maintaining adequate temperature has shown to reduce wound infections in surgical patients,
produce better outcomes and reduce length of stay.

Hyperthermia
Hyperthermia is relatively uncommon in the PACU. Occasionally, a patient exhibits short-lived hyperthermia from close draping or aggressive intraoperative heat preservation. Postoperative
fever sometimes relects a pre-existing infection (e.g., sinusitis,
upper respiratory or urinary tract infection) or an infection exacerbated by the surgical procedure (e.g., resection of infected tonsils or appendix, abscess drainage, urinary tract manipulation).
Elevated temperature might indicate a drug or transfusion reaction. Muscarinic blocking agents such as atropine interfere with
cooling and might contribute to fever, but they are seldom the
cause in adults. Other hypermetabolic states such as thyroid storm
must be considered. High fever occurs with malignant hyperthermia, but signs such as tachycardia, muscle rigidity, dysrhythmia,
hyperventilation, and acidemia establish the diagnosis irst.
Ambient cooling, chest physiotherapy, incentive spirometry,
and antipyretics are usually suficient to treat postoperative fever.
One should withhold offending medications or blood products if
a drug or transfusion reaction is suspected and notify the physician responsible for extended care to ensure postdischarge evaluation. Therapy for thyroid storm or malignant hyperthermia is
well described elsewhere.

Persistent Sedation
Approximately 90% of patients regain consciousness within
15 minutes of admission to the PACU; unconsciousness persisting for a greater period is considered prolonged.89 Even a
highly susceptible patient should respond to a stimulus within
30 to 45 minutes after a reasonably conducted anesthetic. In a
patient with prolonged sedation, research the level of preoperative
responsiveness to uncover intoxication with drugs and alcohol or
pre-existing mental dysfunction. One should note the time and
amount of preoperative and intraoperative sedative medications,
and review any unusual intraoperative events. The rate and character of spontaneous ventilation helps judge residual opioid effect.
Physical assessment should include a tactile stimulus such as a light
skin pinch, which elicits greater arousal than verbal stimulation,
perhaps because sensory input is ampliied through the reticular
activating system. Diagnostic value of pupillary response is low.
Residual sedation from inhalation anesthetics might cause prolonged unconsciousness, especially after long procedures, in obese
patients, or when high concentrations are continued through the
end of surgery. Prolonged sedation is less likely after anesthesia with
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low solubility agents such as sevolurane or deslurane. PremedicaIf a diagnosis remains elusive, consult a neurologist for a
tions that have sedative effects (e.g., diphenhydramine, hydroxythorough neurologic evaluation. Occasionally, unresponsivezine, promethazine, droperidol, lorazepam, midazolam, meclizine,
ness relects subclinical grand mal seizures secondary to delirium
and scopolamine) contribute to postoperative somnolence. Sedatremens or an underlying seizure disorder. Cerebral anoxia from
tion from intraoperative opioid or sedative administration is dose
hypoperfusion or prolonged profound hypoxemia must be conrelated. Opioids are the only drugs that cause bradypnea; thus,
sidered. In injured patients or those recovering from intracranial
regardless of what other drug effects, if the respiratory rate is <14 to
surgery, evaluate for unrecognized head trauma, intracerebral
16, then opioids are clearly affecting the patient’s level of conscioushemorrhage, or increased intracranial pressure. Patients someness. To assess sedation from opioids, one can administer low-dose
times awaken very slowly after long intracranial procedures.90
intravenous naloxone (0.04-mg increments every 2 minutes, up to
Cerebral thromboembolism is another possibility in patients
0.2 mg). With careful titration, respiratory depression and sedation
who have undergone internal jugular or subclavian cannulation.
can be reversed without dangerous reversal of analgesia. If unconPatients with atrial ibrillation, carotid bruits, or hypercoagulable
sciousness is related to residual opioid effects, ventilatory rate and
states are also at increased risk of thromboembolism. Paradoxic
arousal will increase with ≤0.2 mg of intravenous naloxone, unless a
air or fat embolism through a right-to-left intracardiac shunt
patient has received a massive opioid overdose.
should be considered. After cardiac, proximal major vascular, or
Flumazenil (0.2 mg intravenously per minute to a total of
invasive neck surgery, risk of postoperative stroke ranges from
1 mg), a competitive benzodiazepine antagonist, differentiates
2.2% to 5.2%.91 Postoperative cerebrovascular accidents in other
sedation from midazolam and diazepam, although duration of
patients are rare, showing a 0.03% to 0.08% incidence in the
action is short. Risk of inducing seizures must be considered in
fourth decade but increasing to 3% to 4% by the eighth decade,
reversing chronic benzodiazepine users. Neither naloxone nor
and usually become evident after the PACU interval.92
lumazenil should be used as a routine element of postoperative care.7 Pharmaceutic reversal should be reserved for speciic
indications in individual patients. Administration of intravenous
Altered Mental Status
physostigmine (0.5 to 1 mg) counteracts but does not reverse
sedation caused by inhalation anesthetics, other sedatives, and
Recovering patients sometimes exhibit inappropriate mental
anticholinergics. If administration of naloxone, lumazenil, or
reactions, ranging from lethargy and confusion to physical comphysostigmine does not improve the level of consciousness,
bativeness and extreme disorientation.
unconsciousness is most likely not related to reversible residual
anesthetic medications. However, it is still possible that an unrecEmergence Reactions
ognized, preoperative overdose with depressant oral drugs (i.e.,
anticholinergic and antihistamines) is responsible.
Aside from the disturbance to staff and other patients, a stormy
The increasing use of dexmedetomidine for sedation cases can
emergence reaction has signiicant medical consequences. The
lead to persistent sedation in the PACU. These patients are usurisk of incidental trauma increases, including contusion or fracally easy to arouse and follow commands readily. Patients sedated
ture, corneal abrasion, and sprains from struggling. Thrashing
with dexmedetomidine tend to less respiratory depression unless
jeopardizes suture lines, orthopedic ixations, vascular grafts,
other respiratory depressant medications have also been given.
drains, tracheal tubes, and vascular catheters. Agitated patients
The minimal effect on respiratory drive by dexmedetomidine
manifest high levels of sympathetic nervous system tone, tachyallows safe discharge from the PACU as long as the destination of
cardia, and hypertension. Less appreciated is the risk of injury to
the patient is suficient to care for the mild sedation.
PACU staff struggling to protect a combative patient.
Profound residual neuromuscular paralysis rarely might
For a short period after regaining consciousness, some patients
mimic unconsciousness by precluding any motor response to
appear unable to appropriately process sensory input. Most
stimuli. This phenomenon could occur after gross overdosage, if
exhibit somnolence, slight disorientation, and sluggish mental
reversal agents are omitted, in patients with unrecognized neuroreactions that rapidly clear. Others experience wide emotional
muscular disease, or with phase II blockade from succinylcholine
swings such as weeping or escalating resistance to positioning and
use in a patient with pseudocholinesterase deiciency. Observation
restraint. Predicting which patients will have adverse psychologiof purposeful motion, spontaneous ventilation, or relex mus- 12 cal reactions is dificult. Emergence delirium, which is prevalent
cular movement eliminates residual paralysis as an explanation.
in children and young adults, is dificult to predict preoperatively
CNS depression secondary to intravenous local anesthetic toxicand does not appear to be related to speciic types of anesthesia.93
ity or inadvertent subarachnoid injection can mimic postoperaIn young children, anxiety is heightened by parental separation.
tive coma. Children who were exhausted before surgery are often
Heightened anxiety seems to be the one consistent factor in predificult to arouse after anesthesia, especially if sleep patterns are
dicting emergence delirium.94 Many therapies have been tried to
disrupted by emergency surgery at night. Hypothermia below
prevent or stop emergence delirium in pediatric patients without
33°C impairs consciousness and increases the depressant effect
much success; however, the use of dexmedetomidine has shown
of medications. Core temperatures below 30°C can cause ixed
promise in reducing this phenomenon without increasing time
pupillary dilation, arelexia, and coma. A serum glucose level will
to extubate or time to discharge.95 Ketamine and propofol have
eliminate severe hypoglycemia or hyperglycemic hyperosmolar
also been used with some success.96 Very young children may
coma as causes. Suspicion that unresponsiveness is caused by
react inappropriately to sound when hearing acutely improves
hypoglycemia indicates an immediate empiric trial of intravenous
after myringotomies. Patients with mental retardation, psychi50% dextrose. Hyposmolar states (<260 mOsm/L) such as acute
atric disorders, organic brain dysfunction, or hostile preoperahyponatremia (Na <125 mEq/L) are ruled out by checking serum
tive interactions manifest those problems after surgery. Inability
electrolyte and osmolarity. Arterial blood gas analysis reveals CO2
to speak secondary to oral ixation or tracheal intubation gennarcosis (Paco2 >200 to 250 mm Hg) as well as carboxyhemoerates frustration or fear that exaggerates emergence reactions.
Ethnic, cultural, and psychological characteristics play some role.
globin levels for carbon monoxide poisoning. A patient may also
A language barrier or a new postoperative hearing impairment
be feigning unresponsiveness or having a hysterical reaction that
accentuates an emergence reaction because input from PACU
presents as unconsciousness.
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staff might not be understood. The incidence of stormy emertheir own position and provide adequate analgesia. In selected
gence is probably higher after procedures with high emotional
cases, parenteral sedation relieves fear or anxiety and smoothes
signiicance. Recall of intraoperative events can generate severe
emergence. Identifying whether a patient is reacting to pain or to
panic and anxiety during emergence.97 In patients who abuse
anxiety is important. Benzodiazepines and barbiturates are ineffective analgesics, whereas opioids are poor sedatives. One should
alcohol, opioids, cocaine, or other illicit drugs, intoxication or
not administer sedative or analgesic medications if altered mental
withdrawal can elicit bizarre emergence behavior. Disorientation,
status might relect a physiologic abnormality such as hypoxemia,
paranoia, and combativeness occur after use of scopolamine as a
hypoglycemia, hypotension, or acidemia, and use restraints only
premedication or antiemetic, which can be treated with intraveif a patient’s or staff’s safety is jeopardized.
nous physostigmine. Ketamine or droperidol can cause dysphoria
and hallucination, although acute reactions are rare. Etomidate
contributes to restlessness.
Delirium and Cognitive Decline
Pain ampliies agitation, confusion, and aggressive behavior
during emergence98; therefore, it is helpful to ensure adequate 12 A high percentage of elderly patients (5% to 50%) experience
postoperative analgesia early in the PACU course. Urinary
some degree of postoperative confusion, delirium, or cognitive
urgency or gastric distention from trapped gas generates discomdecline.100,101 Patients exhibit luctuations in level of consciousness
fort and agitation, as do tight dressings, painful phlebotomy, and
and orientation, or deterioration of memory, mental functions,
poor positioning. Endotracheal or nasogastric tubes and urinary
and acquisition of new information. The problem may be related
catheters are also uncomfortable. Check for unusual pain sources
to exacerbation of central cholinergic insuficiency by narcotics,
such as corneal abrasion, entrapment of body parts, iniltrated
sedatives, or anticholinergics. However, stress of surgery, fever,
vascular catheters, or small devices left beneath a patient. Nausea,
pain, emesis, sleep deprivation, and loss of routine undoubtedly
dizziness, and pruritus are distressing during emergence. Some
contribute. Presence of pre-existing dementia, cognitive abnorpatients struggle to move from a supine into a more comfortable
malities, organic brain syndrome, or hearing and visual impairsemisitting or lateral position, especially those with gastroesophament predicts postoperative delirium, as does evidence of physical
geal relux, pulmonary congestion, or obesity. Emerging patients
inirmity such as high ASA physical status or lack of stress response
often resist physical restraint. Residual paralysis elicits agitation
to surgery. Cognitive dysfunction also occurs at lower incidence
or uncoordinated motions that make a patient appear disoriented
(15% greater than control) in younger patients, more frequently
and combative. Observation of weakness or a peculiar lapping
resolves within 3 months, and may be related to inactivity during
nature of voluntary motion helps in the diagnosis. However,
recuperation.102 Although signs often appear on the irst to third
patients can appear fully recovered by head lift and train-of-four
postoperative day, onset is sometimes evident in the PACU.
monitoring but still perceive impaired swallowing, visual acuity,
Overall, recovery of cognitive function is slower in the
and sense of strength.99
elderly.103 Because older patients are often skilled at concealing
Combativeness, confusion, or disorientation might relect
declining capabilities, careful assessment of preoperative caparespiratory dysfunction. Moderate hypoxemia often presents
bilities helps identify deicits that affect postoperative status.
with clouded mentation, disorientation, and agitation resembling
Postoperative lethargy, clouded sensorium, or delirium somethat caused by pain. Respiratory acidemia elicits profound agitatimes relects an acute physiologic change. Hyperosmolarity from
tion, although acidemia caused by ventilatory center depression
hyperglycemia or hypernatremia as well as hyponatremia can alter
generates less agitation because higher CNS functions are also
consciousness. Cerebral luid shifts with decreased mentation
depressed. Hypercarbia is more likely to cause lethargy or somnooccur in patients on dialysis and after rapid correction of severe
lence. Limitation of inspiratory volume by chest dressings, gastric
dehydration. Patients receiving atropine premedication or chronic
distention, or splinting causes a vague dissatisfaction with lung
meperidine therapy might exhibit anticholinergic-induced delirinlation similar to air hunger. This also occurs during mechaniium. Disorientation or clouded sensorium can relect chronic use
cal ventilation with low delivered volumes and is probably mediof psychogenic drugs, premedication with long-acting sedatives,
ated by stretch receptors in the lung. Inability to generate a forceor unrecognized intoxication. Life-threatening conditions such
ful cough or clear secretions causes distress, as well as high work
as seizures, hypoxemia, hypoglycemia, hypotension, acidemia, or
of breathing. Interstitial pulmonary edema elicits symptoms of
cerebrovascular accident sometimes present with confusion, disair hunger before airway looding occurs. Agitation can be proorientation, inability to vocalize, or reduced level of consciousfound, even with adequate ventilation and oxygenation.
ness, especially if earlier premonitory signs and symptoms are
Metabolic abnormalities interfere with lucidity. Lactic acimisinterpreted.
demia causes anxiety and mild disorientation; acute hyponatremia clouds the sensorium; and hypoglycemia causes irst agitaPostoperative Nausea and Vomiting
tion and then diminished responsiveness. Seizure activity might
mimic agitation and combativeness. Seizures should be higher in
the differential diagnosis in patients with epilepsy, head trauma, 13 Postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) continues to be a
signiicant challenge to be avoided after many types of anesthetand chronic alcohol or cocaine abuse. Cerebral hypoperfusion
ics. Not only is PONV considered by many patients the most
can produce disorientation, agitation, and combativeness, which
unpleasant aspect following an anesthetic, many describe this as
can be seen after head trauma or space-occupying lesions. Action
their greatest fear of subsequent anesthetics.104 Patients are often
such as increasing the mean arterial pressure might be required to
more concerned about PONV than pain or other risks associassure cerebral perfusion pressure.
ated with anesthesia and surgery. In addition to patients’ disThere are few interventions that prevent “stormy” emergence
satisfaction with nausea and vomiting, there exist medical risks
reactions.94 Altered mental status is treated supportively because
(increased abdominal pressure, increased central venous presmost emergence reactions disappear within 10 to 15 minutes.
sure, aspiration of gastric contents, sympathetic nervous system
Verbal reassurances that surgery is completed and that the patient
response with increasing blood pressure and heart rate as well as
is doing well are invaluable. One should use the patient’s name
parasympathetic responses producing bradycardia and hypotenfrequently with reassurance of well-being, and stress the time and
sion). PONV represents a signiicant burden to be avoided due to
location. When practical, one should allow patients to choose

patient satisfaction and safety as well as the economic impact of
prolonged PACU stays and unanticipated admissions.
The incidence of PONV varies with many potential causes.
Patients often experience nausea and emesis after discharge from
the PACU which may coincide with increased oral intake or waning effect of antiemetics. Surgeries associated with a higher risk
of PONV are eye procedures, peritoneal or intestinal irritation,
ear–nose–throat procedures especially with middle ear manipulation, dental and cosmetic procedures. Patient groups at increased
are those with a previous history of PONV or motion sickness,
menstruating females, children over the age of 2, obesity, and nonsmokers.105 Perioperative factors that may increase the incidence
include no PO intake (starvation, dehydration), autonomic imbalance, pain, and the effects of anesthetics on the chemotactic center.
Incidence of PONV is lower following regional rather than
general anesthesia especially with a decreased use of opioids.106
The use of nonopioid analgesics may reduce the frequency of
emesis while providing adequate pain control. Induction agents
such as propofol and barbiturates are associated with reduced
incidence compared to etomidate and ketamine. A total intravenous anesthetic (TIVA) technique with propofol greatly reduces
PONV incidence compared to a pure inhalation anesthetic. There
is little significant difference among inhalation agents, although
sevoflurane and desflurane might generate slightly higher rates
of nausea. The choice of anticholinergic reversal agents may be a
contributing factor but remains unclear to what degree.
Several interventions have been evaluated and can be implemented to reduce the incidence of PONV. The use of meclizine
25 mg preoperatively for patients predisposed to motion sickness
can be effective. Prophylaxis with 5-HT3 receptor antagonists (i.e.,
ondansetron) prior to emergence significantly reduces incidence
and is cost effective. Dexamethasone also has antiemetic effects
and can be used effectively with other prophylactic agents. Hydration is effective, easy and cost effective. The use of droperidol
prophylaxis has decreased due to a 2001 FDA black box warning
with prolonged QT on EKG, but still remains an effective rescue
method in select patients with EKG monitoring. The FDA letter
regarding the use of droperidol did not address the usual prophylaxis dose of 0.625 mg, but recommended EKG monitoring for 2
to 3 hours after administration. In September of 2011, the FDA
published a similar safety announcement regarding prolonged
QT with the use of ondansetron, which was first documented in
2005. There were no recommendations regarding routine EKG
monitoring with the use of ondansetron but caution and monitoring should be used with those patients with known prolonged
QT syndromes.107 Rescue with nonselective antihistamines (i.e.,
promethazine) is effective but caution is advised in patients where
increased sedation can be problematic such as children and OSA.
Acupuncture and acupressure can provide relief but due to provider proficiency, patient acceptance and proven efficacy compared to antiemetic medications, these methods are less frequently
used.108 More serious causes of nausea and vomiting such as hypotension, hypoxia, hypoglycemia, increased intracranial pressure,
or gastric bleeding should be considered prior to treatment.
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